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Preface

When somebody is facing a tough decision, a suggestion frequently made is to

advise the person to sleep on the respective problem. As this phrase is part of

our conventional language use, most people seem to agree or to have made the

experience themselves that things can fall into place during the night, and that

one may rise with a new perspective the next day. Several anecdotes provided

by scientists and artists support the idea that sleep can add something to

our cognition; the chemist Kekule, for instance, reported that the potential

ring-shaped form of the benzene molecule occurred to him in a dream in which

he saw a snake bite into its own tail (for a list of similar anecdotes, see Maquet

& Ruby, 2004). However, the proposal that the contents of our minds are

further processed during periods of sleep does not rely solely on introspective

feelings and reports. As a matter of fact, a considerable amount of experimental

research has been devoted to disentangling the effects that sleep may exert on

cognition.

A strong focus has thereby been put on the effect of sleep on memory

consolidation. In general, the process of memory consolidation is assumed to

stabilize memory contents and, thus, to be beneficial for later remembering.

Consolidated memories are further assumed to show less time-dependent

forgetting and to be less susceptible to the detrimental effects of retroactive

interference (e.g., Wixted, 2004). During the last two decades, corresponding

evidence has been brought forward that links sleep, and more specifically,

certain sleep stages and sleep parameters to the effective consolidation of

memories (for a review, see Diekelmann & Born, 2010). While we sleep,
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Preface 4

memory contents are assumed to be reactivated, and thereby to be stabilized

and to be made more resistant to forgetting. Such and similar processes have

been suggested to underly the familiar phenomenon of insight after sleep (e.g.,

Cai, Mednick, Harrison, Kanady, & Mednick, 2009; Wagner, Gais, Haider,

Verleger, & Born, 2004).

The first part of this thesis will be dedicated to investigating

sleep-associated memory consolidation in more detail. Indeed, previous

research indicates that sleep may not benefit all memories equally. For instance,

it has been found that sleep-related benefits are more pronounced for memories

that are harder to access (Drosopoulos, Schulze, Fischer, & Born, 2007). If

so, sleep may not only counteract time-dependent forgetting by stabilizing

memory contents, but may also counteract experimentally induced forms of

forgetting that are assumed to rely on a reduced accessibility of memories. By

investigating interference effects and list-method directed forgetting, the prior

work is to be extended to different conditions and a different paradigm.

Irrespective of the vast amount of research on sleep-associated memory

consolidation, there are other factors as well that impact upon the contents

of our minds. While sleep is mostly regarded as a pleasant state connected

with rest and inactivity, active retrieval from memory constitutes quite the

opposite: It takes place during wakefulness and requires deliberate efforts.

Yet, research on the so-called testing effect has previously shown that such

retrieval from memory is also beneficial for long-term retention. In particular,

less time-dependent forgetting has been observed after retrieval in comparison

to restudy or distractor conditions (for a review, see Roediger & Butler, 2011).

As reduced time-dependent forgetting is seen as one criterion for memory

consolidation (e.g., Wixted, 2004), one could speculate that retrieval from

memory might be connected to the consolidation of memory contents, too.

Nevertheless, another branch of research shows that retrieval can also

entail detrimental effects for related, but nonretrieved material. The term

retrieval-induced forgetting circumscribes the finding that retrieval of a subset

of material prompts forgetting of related, nonretrieved material relative
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to control material (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994). Such forgetting is

investigated by applying the retrieval-practice paradigm and assumed to rely

on inhibitory processes that are initiated during retrieval in order to resolve the

interference caused by automatic activation of related material (e.g., Bäuml,

2008). Concerning the longevity of the effect conflicting results have been

reported; while some studies found the effect to be lasting, others found it

to be vanishing with time (e.g., Garcia-Bajos, Migueles, & Anderson, 2009;

MacLeod & Macrae, 2001).

The second part of this thesis will be dedicated to investigating whether

retrieval may also be connected to processes of memory consolidation. If

so, retrieved material should show less time-dependent forgetting and less

susceptibility to retroactive interference than nonretrieved control material

(e.g., Wixted, 2004). Applying the retrieval-practice paradigm allows not

only to replicate and extend previous research on the testing effect

by examining time-dependent forgetting and interference susceptibility of

practiced memories, it also allows to investigate how related material is

affected by retrieval practice. As active retrieval has not only been reported to

strengthen the respective memories, but also to weaken related and interfering

memories, possible effects of retrieval-associated memory consolidation could

also be of interest for the perspective on retrieval-induced forgetting.

Finally, the third part of this thesis will summarize the obtained data

on effects of sleep and retrieval. The idea that both sleep and retrieval

could be related to memory consolidation may beforehand seem like a rather

counterintuitive proposition. Sleep, on the one hand, is usually perceived as

a passive state and assumed to recur solely because our bodies need rest.

Whatever exactly mediates the mnemonic benefits associated with sleep seems

to come without the need to actively work for it. Memory retrieval, on the

other hand, requires an awake and active mind as well as cognitive efforts. If

sleep and retrieval could be connected because they entail the similar basic

effects associated with memory consolidation, this could spark new research

and deepen our understanding of memory consolidation in a more general way.
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Abstract

After encoding, memory contents need to undergo a phase of stabilization in

order to be remembered in the long-term. Such stabilization is referred to as

memory consolidation, and is assumed to be observable in less time-dependent

forgetting and less susceptibility to interference. Evidence for a role of sleep

in the effective consolidation of memories has previously been provided.

In addition, research on the so-called testing effect has also indicated a

contribution of retrieval practice to long-term memory, as the active retrieval

from memory has been shown to be able to boost retention.

This thesis investigated effects of sleep and retrieval on memory

consolidation. Effects of sleep-associated memory consolidation were examined

by inducing interference in paired-associate learning and by applying

list-method directed forgetting: Replicating previous work, sleep was found to

be of preferential benefit for memories that are hard to access; thereby, sleep

counteracted both incidental and intentional forms of forgetting. Applying

the retrieval-practice paradigm, effects of retrieval-associated consolidation

were observed: Retrieval was found to stabilize directly retrieved and related

memories, thereby making them less susceptible to both time-dependent

forgetting and retroactive interference.

The data presented here indicate that both sleep and retrieval may

be associated with memory consolidation. Possible differences and parallels

between sleep-associated and retrieval-associated memory consolidation as well

as implications of such a proposal are discussed.
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Part I

Sleep-Associated Memory

Consolidation
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Chapter 1

A Current Perspective

Humans and most other mammals spend a significant part of their lives

asleep (Cirelli & Tononi, 2008; Siegel, 2009). Observed from the outside, sleep

does not appear to be a very exciting affair: Responsiveness is reduced and

hardly any visible activity takes place. In addition, behavioral control and

consciousness are lost (not considering dream mentation, which is a debatable

topic of its own; see for example Hobson, Pace-Schott, & Stickgold, 2000;

Schredl & Erlacher, 2011). Maybe because of sleep’s seemingly dull nature, the

general assumption prevailed for long that the brain was completely switched

off during times of sleep and that no important processes occurred during

these time windows (e.g., Payne, Ellenbogen, Walker, & Stickgold, 2008;

for a historical review, see Dement, 2003). However, especially the loss of

consciousness that comes with sleep struck scientists as a fact that demanded

explanation. Rechtschaffen (1998) phrased this line of thought as follows:

“Sleep has persisted in evolution even though it is apparently

maladaptive with respect to other functions. While we sleep we

do not procreate, protect or nurture the young, gather food, earn

money, write papers, etc. It is against the logic of natural selection

to sacrifice such important activities unless sleep serves equally or

more important functions.”

11



Chapter 1: Sleep - A Current Perspective 12

Indeed, research of the past decades has shown that sleep supports more

than one essential function (e.g., immune function, Imeri & Opp, 2009; or

the regulation of affect, Walker & van der Helm, 2009; see also Siegel, 2005)

and that the concomitant inactivity of the body is contrasted by considerable

activity of the brain that may mediate these functions (e.g., Yoo, Gujar, Hu,

Jolesz, & Walker, 2007). Yet, most of the scientific attention in recent years

was paid to a further function attributed to sleep. The general proposal is that

sleep consolidates memories, leaving them less prone to detrimental influences.

In particular, sleep-dependent memory consolidation has been referred to as

the most important function of sleep, as it can account for why we lose

consciousness every night (e.g., Born & Wilhelm, in press).

1.1 Memory Consolidation and its Relation to

Sleep

The term memory consolidation refers to the assumption that memory contents

need to be stabilized in order to persist. Directly after encoding, memories

are assumed to initially remain labile and vulnerable (Alberini, Milekic, &

Tronel, 2006), which is why they have to undergo a phase of stabilization

in order to last. Early evidence for such a time-dependent phase of memory

consolidation came from studies showing that memory for recent events can

both be impaired or enhanced by interfering treatments directly after encoding

(e.g., by new learning, electroconvulsive shock, or stimulant drugs; for a review,

see McGaugh, 2000). Thus, memory consolidation is assumed to transform

initially fragile memories into more stable memory representations (e.g., Dudai,

2004) that are, as a consequence of this stabilization, less susceptible to

retroactive interference (Stickgold, 2005; Wixted, 2004). Yet, such consolidated

memory content may again be modified and updated by a process referred to

as reconsolidation (for reviews, see Nader & Einarsson, 2010, or Sara, 2008): In

humans, after longer delays, a reminder of previously encoded information has

been shown to be sufficient to shift memories from a stable into a labile state
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again so that they may anew be subject to change (e.g., Hupbach, Gomez,

Hardt, & Nadel, 2007).

The hypothesis that sleep is beneficial for memory and protects from

forgetting has almost been around since the first experimental studies on

human memory (e.g., Jenkins & Dallenbach, 1924). By now, the link between

sleep and memory consolidation is well established (for reviews, see Diekelmann

& Born, 2010; or Payne et al., 2008). As the same neuronal networks are

involved in both the encoding and the consolidation of memory contents, and

because no new incoming information is loaded on these networks during sleep,

memory consolidation is assumed to work more effectively during sleep than

during wakefulness - thereby making the loss of consciousness an adaptive

feature of sleep that benefits the stabilization of recently encoded information

(Born, Rasch, & Gais, 2006; Diekelmann, Wilhelm, & Born, 2009).

There are many experimental findings that document the importance of

sleep for consolidation processes. Beyond others, Plihal and Born (1997)

showed that sleep benefits both declarative and procedural memory contents.

Participants studied paired associates and were trained on the mirror-tracing

task before they either were allowed to sleep or had to stay awake. After sleep,

recall of paired associates was found to be improved, both in comparison to

baseline performance and in comparison to performance after wake. In parallel,

participants needed less time after sleep to trace figures in the mirror-tracing

task, both in comparison to baseline performance and in comparison to

performance after wake. Such sleep-related benefits have by now been shown to

emerge across different tasks (e.g., finger-tapping tasks, Fischer, Hallschmid,

Elsner, & Born, 2002; saccade-learning tasks, Gais et al., 2008; or verbal

list learning, Ficca, Lombardo, Rossi, & Salzarulo, 2000). In addition, they

have also been found in various settings that may be closer to daily life (e.g.,

when having to remember to execute a goal, Scullin & McDaniel, 2010; when

perceptually learning a language, Fenn, Nusbaum, & Margoliash, 2003; or

when having to retain information on navigation in a spatial environment,

Ferrara et al., 2008).
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Ellenbogen, Hulbert, Stickgold, Dinges, and Thompson-Schill (2006a)

furthermore reported evidence belaying that sleep renders memories less

susceptible to retroactive interference. Participants studied a list of paired

associates before going to sleep or staying awake. After 12 hours, the

previously encoded paired associates were either tested immediately or after

additional learning of new and similar paired associates. Overall, recall of the

previously studied material was better after sleep compared to wake. However,

a significant difference between the respective sleep and wake conditions only

emerged after interference was induced: The additional learning impaired

performance for the original material to a significantly higher degree in the

wake compared to the sleep conditions, leading to overall higher recall rates

in the sleep conditions. The authors concluded that sleep protected memories

from retroactive interference, a finding that fulfills one of the criteria required

for effective memory consolidation (e.g., Wixted, 2004).

While many studies have focused on rather immediate effects of sleep

on memory contents, only few studies investigated the long-term effects

of such consolidation. Nevertheless, it could be shown that the benefits

entailed by sleep can persist over prolonged delay intervals. Applying a visual

paired-associate task, Tucker, Tang, Uzoh, Morgan, and Stickgold (2011) for

instance showed that less time-dependent forgetting occurs over a 24-h delay

when subjects slept closely after encoding in comparison to when they stayed

awake for 12 hours before going to sleep. Similar results were also obtained

by Talamini, Nieuwenhuis, Takashima, and Jensen (2008), who reported

sleep-associated benefits for the recall of face-location associations to persist

over a delay interval of 24 hours, and by Gais, Lucas, and Born (2006), who

found a benefit of sleep over sleep deprivation for vocabulary learning after

a delay of 48 hours. Thus, the sequence of sleep and wake intervals seems to

be of importance beyond the previously described effects found immediately

after sleep and wake manipulations. Nevertheless, another finding by Wagner,

Hallschmid, Rasch, and Born (2006) seems to be notable: Participants read

several neutral and several emotional text passages before they were either

allowed to sleep or had to stay awake. After four years, participants’ recall of
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text contents was still found to be superior in the sleep condition compared

to the wake condition, although only for the emotional but not for the neutral

texts. This finding indicates that the impact of sleep may, at least under specific

conditions, be serious and long-lasting. All in all, sleep stabilizes memory

contents and reduces time-dependent forgetting, another criterion of memory

consolidation (e.g., Wixted, 2004).

A further line of experimental evidence points out that not even a

whole night of sleep is necessary in order to be able to observe effects of

sleep-associated memory consolidation. Napping studies, in particular, have

investigated the impact of short episodes of sleep during daytime on cognition,

thereby conveniently eliminating time of day or sleep deprivation as potentially

confounding factors. In such studies, subjects are typically asked to memorize

material and are then either allowed to sleep for a specific duration of a few

minutes to a few hours or are asked to stay awake for the same amount of time.

While most napping studies converge on the finding that 1 to 1.5 hours of sleep

are enough to prompt memory consolidation (e.g., Durrant, Taylor, Cairney, &

Lewis, 2011; Mednick, Nakayama, & Stickgold, 2003; Nishida & Walker, 2007),

astonishing results were reported by Lahl, Wispel, Willigens, and Pietrowsky

(2008). The authors found that even very brief naps of about 6 minutes were

sufficient to induce the better retention of a word list in comparison to a wake

condition. Similarly, a 10-min nap was reported to be enough to consolidate

motor memories (Debarnot, Castellani, Valenza, Sebastiani, & Guillot, 2011).

Such findings give further drive to the debate about what exactly triggers

sleep-associated memory consolidation.

Plihal and Born (1997), for instance, did not only show that declarative

as well as procedural memories benefit from sleep, they also provided first

evidence for a possible dissociation between the sleep-associated consolidation

of declarative and procedural memories: While declarative memories where

shown to profit from early sleep during the night, procedural memories mainly

profited from late sleep. This indicates that different sleep stages may support

the sleep-associated consolidation of different contents of memory. By now,
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considerable evidence indicates that declarative memories indeed benefit the

most from slow-wave sleep that predominantly occurs early during the night

(see also Daurat, Terriet, Foret, & Tiberge, 2007; Drosopoulos, Wagner, &

Born, 2005; for a review, see Born, 2010). Other evidence, however, does

link REM sleep to memory stabilization (e.g., Rauchs et al., 2004) and to

other aspects said to be connected with consolidation, for instance to the

abstraction and generalisation of memory contents (for a review, see Walker

& Stickgold, 2010). The idea that the consolidation of declarative memory

contents is primarily dependent on slow-wave sleep is additionally called into

question by the previously described finding that effects of sleep-associated

memory consolidation are detectable after very brief episodes of sleep. As stages

of deep sleep are rarely or only very shortly reached in corresponding napping

studies, it is argued that these stages cannot ultimately be tied to the observed

effects. Alternatively, it has been suggested that sleep parameters occuring

already in lighter sleep stages could trigger processes of sleep-associated

memory consolidation. Sleep spindles during stage 2 sleep, for instance, have

been proposed to act as such a trigger (for a review, see Fogel & Smith,

2011). Another alternative account states that the intact cycling between sleep

stages observed during regular nights of sleep is beneficial for memory (for

a comparison of the accounts, see also Diekelmann et al., 2009). To date,

however, no final consensus has been reached yet concerning the question which

component of sleep mediates effective memory consolidation.

Nevertheless, for declarative memory, the most convincing experimental

evidence explaining effects of sleep-dependent consolidation relies on the

assumption that memories are reactivated during slow-wave sleep, thereby

being strengthened and stabilized (Rasch & Born, 2007). Early evidence for

the existence of such replay of previous experiences during sleep came from

studies on rodents. Wilson and McNaughton (1994), for instance, showed that

cells in the rat hippocampus that were found to be simultaneously active

during a spatial learning task were more likely to be co-activated again during

post-learning sleep than they had been during pre-learning sleep (for a review

on related research on rodents, see O’Neill, Pleydell-Bouverie, Dupret, &
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Csicsvari, 2010). In recent years, research on humans succeeded in establishing

a clear link between the reactivation of memory contents during sleep and their

sleep-associated consolidation. The next paragraphs will provide a brief outline

on corresponding studies and their theoretical implications.

In a study by Rasch, Büchel, Gais, and Born (2007), participants initially

encoded object locations. During the presentation of every stimulus, a rose

odor was presented as well, thereby being linked to the encoded material. After

encoding, subjects were allowed to go to bed and were, subliminally in their

sleep, either again presented with the same odor cue as during encoding or were

presented a neutral vehicle instead. On a final delayed test during which no cue

was present, it could be observed that the repeated presentation of the odor cue

during slow-wave sleep had led to better memory performance in comparison

to when the vehicle had been presented instead. Notably, similar results were

recently reported by Rudoy, Voss, Westerberg, and Paller (2009), who initially

paired each to-be-encoded stimulus with an individual auditory cue. Half of

the applied cues were then again presented during slow-wave sleep. On a final

test, such cueing during sleep was again found to have led to better memory

performance for the related stimuli, this time in a within-subjects comparison

to recall of the other half of stimuli that were connected to different cues not

presented during sleep. It was argued that the cues triggered additional or

amplified reactivation of the originally encoded memories related to the cues,

thereby further improving memory performance.

In line with this reasoning, no unspecific benefit was observed by Rasch

et al. (2007) when the odor cue was only presented during sleep, but had

beforehand not been associated with the encoded material. Furthermore, Rasch

et al. (2007) reported that the mnemonic benefit was only present when

the odor cue was administered during slow-wave sleep, but not when it was

presented during REM sleep or equal periods of wakefulness. In addition,

no corresponding effect could be obtained for a procedural task relying to

a higher degree on other brain structures than the hippocampus. Consistently,

research on rodents suggests that the hippocampus, a brain structure that is
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known to be essential for declarative memory (Squire, 1992), coordinates the

replay and reactivation of memory traces, thereby interacting with cortical

areas, transfering recently encoded memories to sites of long-term storage,

and binding memory traces stored in different brain areas together (O’Neill

et al., 2010). All in all, these and similar findings suggest that declarative

memories are reactivated in the hippocampus during slow-wave sleep, which

may explain a range of the observed effects of sleep-associated consolidation.

Note, however, that alternative accounts for the benefits of sleep exist and may

be found elsewhere (e.g., Axmacher, Draguhn, Elger, & Fell, 2009; Tononi &

Cirelli, 2006).

A point of critique frequently expressed when discussing active mechanisms

of sleep-dependent memory consolidation is the following: During wake,

subjects are exposed to continuous input, which, it is reasoned, could itself

interfere with memories acquired earlier and harm performance in experimental

wake groups. Therefore, so the idea, the better performance observed after

sleep would not have to be caused by more effective consolidation that

is actively mediated by sleep, but could just as well be caused by the

simple fact that sleep passively protects memory from interfering learning

(e.g., Wixted, 2004). Sleep, according to this view, would not lead to more

effective consolidation and better memory performance because of the induced

stabilization. Rather, wakefulness would lead to impaired performance due

to interference, without the engagement of any consolidation processes in

experimental sleep groups. However, if this were the case, memory contents

should not be stabilized at all during sleep, as they would only be passively

protected from new learning. They should therefore, during subsequent

intervals of wakefulness, be subject to the same time-dependent decay as in

experimental wake groups.

Inconsistent with this prediction, Ellenbogen et al. (2006a) showed that

memories are less susceptible to interference after sleep than after wake,

suggesting that memories are indeed stabilized during sleep. In addition,

several studies indicate that effects of sleep-dependent memory consolidation
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basically stay the same when performance of wake and sleep groups is compared

after prolonged intervals of 24 hours or longer (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a; Gais et

al., 2006; Tucker et al., 2011). Such intervals include similar amounts of sleep,

wake and, consequently, of new and potentially interfering learning experiences

in both groups. Performance in the sleep groups is still found to be better

compared to wake groups, the only remaining difference between groups now

being the sequence of sleep and wake intervals (with sleep groups obtaining

sleep with only little delay after learning, while wake groups do not go to

sleep until after about 12 hours). In additon, polysomnographical studies have

established links between specific sleep stages or sleep parameters and effects of

sleep-dependent memory consolidation (e.g., Fogel & Smith, 2011; Marshall,

Kirov, Brade, Mölle, & Born, 2011; Poe, Walsh, & Bjorness, 2010), which

is regarded as an indication of active contributions of sleep to processes of

memory consolidation (for a detailed discussion of the possible passive or active

role of sleep, see Ellenbogen, Payne, & Stickgold, 2006b).

1.2 Forms of Sleep-Dependent Memory

Consolidation

As research on the topic increases, more and more different types of

sleep-dependent memory consolidation are distinguished. On the one hand, it

is differentiated between forms of synaptic consolidation and forms of system

consolidation (Dudai, 2004; Born & Wilhelm, in press). On the other hand,

it has been found that sleep-dependent memory consolidation may manifest

itself in a row of behavioral effects (Diekelmann et al., 2009; Payne, 2011).

Synaptic consolidation is assumed to occur in the short term, within

minutes or hours after new information is encoded. This form of consolidation

is supposed to be achieved through molecular remodeling processes on the

synaptic level, which rapidly stabilize internal memory representations by

changing synaptic connections. Synaptic consolidation may occur both during
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sleep and wakefulness. System consolidation, in contrast, is assumed to occur

in the long term, i.e., within days to years. The standard model assumes that,

in the course of this form of consolidation, memory traces are reorganized,

thereby becoming less dependent or even independent of the hippocampus, and

more dependent on neocortical areas. Recently, experimental evidence for a link

between sleep and system consolidation was brought forward: Comparing brain

activity of a sleep condition and a sleep deprivation condition, the hippocampus

was found to be more active after two days in the sleep condition; moreover,

this hippocampal activity was functionally related to activity in the medial

prefrontal cortex in the sleep condition only. However, after a delay of six

months, the correct recall of memories in the sleep condition was preferentially

related to activity in the medial prefrontal cortex and less to activity of

the hippocampus, while a different pattern of activity emerged in the sleep

deprivation condition (Gais et al., 2007). Taken together, sleep is assumed to

induce a shift in memory representations’ long-term location within the brain,

from one brain system to another (for alternative models, see Moscovitch,

Nadel, Winocur, Gilboa, & Rosenbaum, 2006; Nadel & Moscovitch, 1997;

Redondo & Morris, 2011).

Moreover, increasing evidence indicates that sleep’s benefit for memory

performance may itself be versatile and observable in varying patterns of

behavioral results. Until now, it has been found that sleep can stabilize,

enhance, or transform memories. The stabilization of memory contents may

manifest itself in less time-dependent forgetting (e.g., Talamini et al., 2008) as

well as in less susceptibility to interference (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a) after sleep

compared to wake. Sleep-dependent enhancement has mostly been reported for

procedural memory (e.g., Debarnot et al., 2009; Gais et al., 2008), but also for

declarative memory (e.g., Tucker & Fishbein, 2008; Wilhelm et al., 2011): In

comparison to baseline performance before sleep, performance after sleep has

been found to be significantly improved. The sleep-associated transformation

of memory content is assumed to rely on unbinding and restructuring of

memory traces during sleep. By combining recent with remote memories,

integrating associations, enlarging semantic networks, and through processes
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of schematization, qualitative changes in performance are supposed to be

induced (Payne, 2011). For instance, it could be shown that sleep changes

associative memory (Stickgold, Scott, Rittenhouse, & Hobson, 1999), improves

creative problem solving (Cai, Mednick, Harrison, Kanady, & Mednick, 2009),

facilitates insight into hidden rules (Wagner, Gais, Haider, Verleger, & Born,

2004), and accelerates the formation of explicit knowledge (Drosopoulos,

Harrer, & Born, 2011). For further thoughts on how sleep might mediate

transformation processes, see Tse et al. (2011), or Lewis & Durrant (2011).

Nevertheless, it remains unclear what determines which of the three

forms of sleep-dependent memory consolidation described above ultimately

takes effect. Currently, research starts to identify modulating factors

of sleep-dependent memory consolidation, as for instance the strength

(Drosopoulos, Schulze, Fischer, & Born, 2007), emotionality (Payne &

Kensinger, 2010), or future relevance of memory contents (Wilhelm et al.,

2011). However, it remains to be investigated whether the different forms of

sleep-dependent memory consolidation are affected differently by these and

similar factors, or whether they might even be triggered by specific events

and circumstances. Alternatively, synaptic and system consolidation might be

expressed differently on a behavioral level, or, more elementary and therefore

more likely, different tasks and methodic modifications might alter the effects.

Although the first part of this thesis is dedicated to investigating effects

of sleep-associated memory consolidation, the following chapter will, in a

first step, deal with another prominent theory in memory research, namely

with interference theory. Previous findings and their implications will be

reviewed and discussed, both for basic research on interference effects and

for research on the role of sleep in this respect. In a second step, the

results of two fresh experiments will be reported that build upon the prior

work. In particular, these experiments will deal with the question whether

sleep-associated consolidation counteracts experimentally induced forgetting

due to interference, and whether sleep-associated consolidation is modulated

by memory strength.
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Interference

2.1 Background

Interference has often been assumed to constitute one, if not the, major cause

of forgetting (for a review of interference theory, see Wixted, 2004). The

general idea is that target information is recalled less well on a postponed

test if additional learning has taken place. Proactive interference, on the one

hand, refers to the finding that memory performance for target information

is reduced by previous encoding of other information in comparison to a

control condition, in which only the target information was encoded. The

term retroactive interference, on the other hand, is used when performance for

target information is negatively affected by the subsequent encoding of other

information in comparison to a control condition, in which only the original

information was encoded. Interference has been examined in list learning and

paired-associate learning; both of these experimental approaches and their

major outcomes shall be described in the following passages.

When applying list learning, subjects are usually asked to encode either

only one target list or several additional lists of unrelated, single items. Recall

performance for the target list is then analyzed with regard to the number

of lists studied before or after this list and is usually found to be impaired

22
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by previous and subsequent learning (e.g., Underwood, 1957). McGeoch and

McDonald (1931), for instance, let their subjects learn a list containing

adjectives and manipulated what kind of material was to be studied afterwards.

While some of the subjects encoded additional lists that differed profoundly

from the original list (e.g., lists containing numbers instead of adjectives),

other subjects encoded material more similar to the original list (e.g., lists

comprising synonyms for the previously studied adjectives). In comparison to

a single-list control condition, recall performance for the first list of adjectives

was reduced in all interference conditions, but this reduction was the more

pronounced the more similar the interfering material was to the original list.

It was concluded that forgetting due to interference increases if the additional

information is highly similar to the target information.

Tulving and Psotka (1971) applied list learning to investigate

whether retroactive interference affected the accessibility of information or,

alternatively, had an impact on its general representation and availability in

memory. Participants studied either a single list or up to six lists. The lists

were categorized, i.e., the items of each list belonged to four distinct semantic

categories; the category names were not provided during study. On a free

recall test, the expected memory impairment due to interfering learning was

present; however, a closer look at the data revealed that interference affected

mainly the number of categories recalled and less the number of items recalled

within each category. Indeed, when participants were asked to take another

test and were provided with category cues, the impairment was no longer

evident. The authors concluded that, in this experiment, interference affected

the accessibility of higher order units, whereas the items within these units

remained accessible. On a more general level, it was concluded that retroactive

interference did not cause forgetting because it directly affected memories, but

because these memories could not be accessed due to insufficient retrieval cues.

In contrast to list learning, a typical interference experiment applying

paired-associate learning is conducted in the following manner: Subjects are

presented a first list of several unrelated word pairs (e.g., door - cherry) and are
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asked to memorize them. After a specific learning criterion has been reached for

this list over repeated study-test cycles, a second list is encoded by the subjects

in the same way. Critically, the paired associates of the second list (e.g., door

- glasses) possess the same first words as the pairs from the previously studied

list. The shared first words are, in a subsequent test phase, used as cues (e.g.,

door - ?) to elicit recall of paired associates from both lists (i.e., cherry, glasses).

This testing procedure, during which the cue word is presented and subjects

are asked to name both target words that have previously been paired with

the cue word, is called the modified modified free recall procedure (MMFR;

Barnes & Underwood, 1959). The major finding emerging from studies on

paired-associate learning is that additional and interfering learning of another

list impairs memory performance in comparison to a control condition, in which

subjects are required to study only one single list (for a detailed description

and further variations of the paired-associate task, see Crowder, 1976).

During past decades, several different accounts have been discussed in

order to explain how exactly interference causes forgetting. For retroactive

interference, three prominent accounts can be distinguished. For instance, it

was suggested that gradual associative unlearning of the first target word took

place, when a second target word was newly linked to a specific cue during

repeated study-test cycles (Melton & Irwin, 1940). However, the unlearning

assumption is not well in line with the report by Tulving & Psotka (1971),

showing that retroactive interference does not depend on an actual weakening

of the original memory traces, but rather on their inaccessibility. Another

account proposed that the effect might be due to stronger target words blocking

recall of weaker target words at test, because items related to a common

cue were assumed to compete for recall (McGeoch, 1942). Alternatively, a

suppression of response set was suggested to explain retroactive interference;

it was assumed that the later a response to a specific stimulus was learned,

the more dominant it was and, thus, suppressed response sets acquired earlier

(Postman & Stark, 1969; Postman, Stark, & Fraser, 1968).

For proactive interference, basically two contrasting proposals exist that
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were made to explain the effect. On the one hand, it was suggested that

previous encoding might impair subsequent encoding, leading to weaker

memory traces and worse recall. This idea was based on several reports of

a release from proactive interference if the critical items were not similar to

previous ones but differed, for instance, with regard to category affiliation (e.g.,

Keppel & Underwood, 1962; Wickens, 1970). However, the assumption that

these reports mirrored encoding effects was called into question by Gardiner,

Craik, and Birtwistle (1972) who could show that they were mainly a matter of

retrieval cues. On the other hand, it was suggested that proactive interference

might arise because, as more and more information is encoded, it becomes

more and more difficult to distinguish the recently encoded bit of information

from other bits encoded before. The temporal discrimination account (e.g.,

Baddeley, 1990; Wixted & Rohrer, 1993) proposed that search for a target

item at recall can, under conditions of proactive interference, not be restricted

to the last bit of information that was presented, but includes and considers

all the previously encoded units of information as well. According to this

account, forgetting arises because, within such an enlarged search set, specific

information is harder to find. Note that the proposal is also compatible with

the finding by Keppel and Underwood (1962), because affiliation of target

items to a new semantic category may also enhance the discriminability of

the respective items. However, a more detailed discussion of various accounts

aimed at explaining either proactive or retroactive intereference may be found

elsewhere (e.g., Anderson & Neely, 1996; Crowder, 1976; Wixted, 2004).

In the course of time, many studies were carried out that examined effects

of interference. In the following, only a brief outline shall be given on results

concerning immediate interference effects in paired-associate learning and

the durability of the phenomena. Initially, on an immediate test without

further delay, it was found that effects of retroactive interference were

more pronounced than effects of proactive interference, when the standard

anticipation-plus-study method was applied (Melton & von Lackum, 1941).

This procedure usually encompasses the execution of several study-test cycles

after initial learning of each list, until participants reach a specific learning
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criterion defined beforehand. However, it was shown that the immediate

pattern of retroactive and proactive interference effects could be reversed

by omitting the execution of such study-test cycles; if the acquisition phase

consisted of pure study trials without any intermediate testing, proactive

interference was initially more pronounced than retroactive interference

(Tulving & Watkins, 1974).

When investigating recall performance across prolonged retention intervals,

an overall complementary process to forgetting due to retroactive interference

was found. Underwood (1948) asked his subjects to study two paired-associate

lists and tested recall performance after either 5 hours or after 48 hours.

Interestingly, performance for the first list was stable between the 5-hour and

the 48-hour delay, while performance for the second list decreased significantly

with delay. After 5 hours, performance for the second list had been superior

to performance for the first list; but after 48 hours, performance was found to

be equal for both lists, as memory for the first list remained stable over time.

Underwood (1948) attributed this finding of stable memory performance for

the first list to a process of spontaneous recovery from retroactive interference,

that occurred, in parallel to recovery from extinction in animal conditioning,

over time. Since then, the finding has been replicated several times for

retroactive interference (for a review, see Brown, 1976), while no such effect was

reported for proactive interference. Moreover, according to Brown (1976), two

forms of recovery from retroactive interference over time can be distinguished.

Absolute recovery, on the one hand, is found when recall performance for

a first list of paired associates significantly improves across a delay interval.

Relative recovery, on the other hand, does not refer to an actual improvement

in memory performance for the first list; instead, it refers to the finding that

recall performance declines significantly less for the first of two lists than for

a single-list condition. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of spontaneous recovery

from retroactive interference is controversial. While some researchers argued

that evidence for the effect was, if anything, merely inconclusive (e.g., Keppel,

1968), others stated that recovery from retroactive interference was a reliable
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phenomenon reported in plenty of studies (e.g., Wheeler, 1995). According

to Roediger and Guynn (1996) “the phenomenon does seem to exist, but it

remains poorly understood” (p.230).

Ekstrand (1967) was the first to investigate whether delay intervals filled

with sleep or wake affected phenomena of interference differently. His subjects

underwent the paired-associate task: They studied two lists of paired associates

and, subsequently, stayed awake during the day or slept regularly during the

night. After eight hours, it was found that sleep facilitated recall of target

items from both lists; however, this facilitation was found to be larger for the

first list than for the second list. Ekstrand (1967) concluded that sleep led to

recovery from retroactive interference. To test the hypothesis that the effect

might be related to specific sleep stages, Ekstrand, Sullivan, Parker and West

(1971) conducted a replication study that included, beyond others, also a short

delay condition. Intriguingly, after 20 minutes, the same effect of recovery from

retroactive interference emerged (albeit insignificant). Because of this finding,

Ekstrand et al. (1971) reasoned that the release from interference observed in

the previous study (Ekstrand, 1967) must have had occurred already before

subjects went to sleep, and therefore dropped the whole research topic.

In 2007, Drosopoulos et al. reconsidered the problem and reexamined the

results reported by Ekstrand et al. (1971). Except for introducing several

additional control groups, the experimental design stayed the same: Subjects

studied two lists of paired associates and were either tested immediately, after

20 minutes, or went to sleep or stayed awake before taking the test. Again,

better recall performance after sleep was found for the first list of paired

associates, while no such effect was found for the second list. In contrast to the

results obtained by Ekstrand et al. (1971), recall performance did not differ

between groups that were immediately tested or tested after a short delay of

20 minutes; i.e., no recovery from interference was evident after 20 minutes.

However, Drosopoulos et al. (2007) examined interference by comparing

performance for the first and second list, and not by comparing performance

of the first or second list to adequate single-list conditions (although data
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for such single-list conditions had been collected). They argued that recall of

paired associates after no and after a short delay was lower for the first list

in comparison to the second list because of retroactive interference, and that

sleep recovered first-list associations, because only in the sleep group recall of

first-list paired associates was not inferior to recall of second-list associations.

In all other groups, differences between first-list and second-list recall were

evident and comparable in magnitude.

This first experiment led Drosopoulos et al. (2007) to develop the

hypothesis that sleep boosts associative strength, and that this could

preferentially be the case for weaker associations (as was found for the

presumably ‘weaker’ first-list items, but not for the ‘stronger’ second-list

items). In a second experiment, this hypothesis was put to the test. Subjects

studied two lists of paired associates, but these lists were independent of each

other and did not share the first cue word. Both lists were studied consecutively,

until either a rather intense learning criterion of 90 % correct or a rather weak

learning criterion of 60 % correct was reached. After intervals filled with sleep

or wakefulness, Drosopoulos et al. (2007) found a benefit of sleep for both

lists - but only in the weak encoding condition, not in the intense encoding

condition. All in all, the conclusion was drawn that sleep preferentially benefits

memories of rather weak associative strength, no matter what the cause of the

reduced strength is (e.g., retroactive interference, or shallow encoding).

Without a doubt, the results reported by Drosopoulos et al. (2007) and,

partly, as well by Ekstrand (1967), are interesting. If sleep really “nullifies

interference” (as stated by Drosopoulos et al., 2007, p.179), it would not

only counteract normal time-dependent forgetting in the future by stabilizing

memory contents, but would even thwart an experimental manipulation

applied before sleep onset that has been shown to cause forgetting. However,

this critical conclusion should be based on a different analysis than the

one applied by Drosopoulos et al. (2007). More precisely, a comparison of

double-list performance to single-list performance is necessary in order to be

able to state whether or not influences of additional learning (i.e., of proactive
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or retroactive interference) impair memory performance after shorter or longer

delays. As mentioned above, Drosopoulos et al. (2007) did collect data for such

single-list conditions; however, the corresponding analysis was not reported.

In addition, the authors assumed that retroactive interference had somehow

‘weakened’ first-list associations. However, this interpretation is at odds with

classic interference literature (e.g., Tulving & Psotka, 1971), showing that

interference does not so much affect the general strength of memories, but

rather their accessibility.

Aside from the missing analysis and the unsteady interpretation, details

of the experimental procedure applied by Drosopoulos et al. (2007) may have

had an additional impact on the reported results. In particular, three points

seem worth considering. First, in parallel to classic interference experiments,

the anticipation-plus-study method was applied to ensure equivalent encoding

in all experimental conditions. After initial encoding, subjects underwent

several study-test cycles until they reached a specific learning criterion (of

90 % correct in the first experiment, and of 90 % or 60 % correct in the

second experiment). However, recent evidence indicates that testing itself has

a beneficial impact on long-term retention (for a review of literature on the

so-called testing effect, see Roediger & Butler, 2011). As paired associates

were repeatedly tested by Drosopoulos et al. (2007) before the delay intervals,

this procedure may have influenced consolidation in additon to the actual

manipulation of sleep vs. wake. Second, the item material used by Drosopoulos

et al. (2007) was semantically related. Items from the same semantic categories

were not used within pairs, but were nevertheless spread across the first and

second list. As has been shown, partial retrieval from a semantic category may

cause forgetting of the rest of the category (for a review on retrieval-induced

forgetting, see Anderson, 2003; or Bäuml, 2008). Therefore, the possibility

cannot be excluded that such retrieval-induced forgetting influenced memory

performance in addition to retroactive interference. Third, there were only ten

subjects in each of the experimental groups. This small sample size, criticized

by the authors themselves, appears to be too small to draw general conclusions.
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All in all, a remake of the study seems necessary that rules out possibly

confounding factors and, by applying the appropriate analysis, investigates

whether sleep really counteracts retroactive interference (and, if so, in what

way). In the following section, the details and outcomes of such a study are

to be described; in addition to retroactive interference, effects of proactive

interference were investigated as well.

2.2 Experiment 1a: Sleep and Interference

(Strong Encoding)

Although the results reported by Drosopoulos et al. (2007) are striking,

recent literature on possible effects of retrieval suggests that the

study-plus-anticipation method may have acted as a confounding variable that

could have biased the results. Here, likewise applying the paired-associate

task, strong encoding in both groups was ensured by repeated presentation

of the pairs instead of by repeated study-test cycles. In addition to measuring

baseline performance for both a single-list and a double-list condition after 20

minutes, sleep and wake groups’ recall levels were assessed after twelve hours.

By comparing memory performance of sleep and wake groups that initially

studied two lists of paired associates to memory performance of sleep and wake

groups that only had to encode one list before the delay interval, the influence

of sleep on effects of both retroactive and proactive interference was examined.

In addition, time-dependent forgetting of lists was assessed by comparing the

short-delay control to the wake condition. Sleep-associated stabilization was

analyzed by comparing sleep to wake conditions.
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Method

Participants

120 subjects participated in the experiment, either for course credit or a

small compensatory amount of money. The sample consisted of 26 male

and 94 female subjects, mean age was 23.4 years (range 18-30 years).

All participants completed a screening questionnaire and interview prior to

selection (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a). This approach was chosen to ensure that

no subject in the final sample suffered from any neurological, psychiatric, or

sleep disorders, or was under the influence of drugs or medication affecting the

central nervous system. All subjects spoke German as their native language,

reported to have regular sleep-wake cycles, and were compliant with the

instructions provided by the investigators. Subjects were randomly assigned

to one of the experimental conditions and were tested either individually or

in pairs of two. Between experimental conditions, no differences with regard

to age, habitual sleep duration, subjective ratings of sleep quality, or a rough

estimate of intelligence (as assessed by the connect-the-numbers test; Oswald

& Roth, 1987) were evident (all ps > .05).

Material

Item material consisted of five separate lists of fifteen single items. Items were

taken from different semantic categories out of the category norm provided by

Van Overschelde, Rawson, and Dunlosky (2004) and translated into German.

Hence, items were unrelated, both within and between lists. Two of the five

item lists were randomly chosen; items from these two lists always served as

cue words. The sequence of items within all lists was randomized; then, in

order to create paired-associate lists, the three single-item lists were merged

with the two cue lists to pairs of two or three, respectively. Thus, one out of

the remaining three single-item lists was combined with one of the previously

chosen cue lists and used as a single paired-associate list. The remaining two

single-item lists were combined with the remaining list of cues and were used
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as double paired-associate lists. Paired associates were created by sequentially

combining items from the respective lists; i.e., by combining the respective

first items, the second items, and so forth. All possible pairings of cue and

item lists were equally often used as single and double paired-associate lists.

To control for possible time of day confounds, participants used the Stanford

Sleepiness Scale to indicate how alert and activated they felt at the beginning

of each session (Hoddes, Zarcone, Smythe, Phillips, & Dement, 1973).

Design

The experiment had a 3 x 2 mixed factorial design. The factor condition

(20-min control, 12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was manipulated between subjects. In

the sleep and wake conditions, the factor interference (single list, double

list) was manipulated between subjects as well; in the 20-min control condition,

interference was manipulated within subjects. The experiment started at

9 a.m. or 9 p.m., respectively. Subjects either studied one list or two lists

of paired-associates (only in the 20-min control condition, both interference

conditions were absolved successively). Recall performance was tested either

after a short delay of 20 minutes or after a long delay of 12 hours that included

either diurnal wakefulness or nocturnal sleep. All participants in the 12-h wake

condition reported to have stayed awake and not to have taken any naps during

the day, whereas all participants in the 12-h sleep group reported to have slept

regularly during the night (mean sleep duration: 7.5 hours; range 5-10 hours);

none of the participants consumed alcohol between the two sessions.

Procedure

Study Phase. In double-list conditions, both paired-associate lists were

presented on three consecutive study cycles to ensure robust encoding. Before

presentation of the first list started, subjects were informed that they would

have to memorize paired associates. Item pairs were then presented in random

order and at a rate of 4 sec each centrally on a computer screen. When all 15
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paired-associates of the first list had been presented, a new study cycle began

and the same pairs of the same list were presented again in random order.

With a third corresponding study cycle, encoding of the list was completed.

A short distractor phase of about 10 minutes followed, during which subjects

absolved a cognitive test (the d2 test of attention; Brickenkamp, 2002) and

engaged in problem solving tasks. Afterwards, subjects encoded the second list

of paired associates that all shared the first words with the previously encoded

list of paired associates. Subjects were instructed to memorize the following

word pairs in addition to the ones they had already studied. The encoding

procedure for the second list was identical to that for the first list; item pairs

were shown for 4 sec each, and the list was presented on three consecutive

study cycles. After encoding of the second list, another distractor phase of

about 10 minutes followed. During this distractor phase, subjects absolved

another cognitive test (the connect-the-numbers test; Oswald & Roth, 1987)

and again engaged in problem solving tasks. Afterwards, subjects from the

short-delay control condition took the final memory test assessing recall for

both lists of paired associates; subjects from the long-delay conditions left the

laboratory and returned after 12 hours to take the same test.

In single-list conditions, subjects only studied one list of paired-associates.

The general encoding procedure was the same as in double-list conditions;

item pairs were presented for 4 sec each and on three consecutive study cycles.

Critically, the amount of time spent in the study phase was held constant

between single-list and double-list conditions. This was done by combining

the two short distractor phases described above for the double-list conditions

to one long distractor phase, and by increasing the time that subjects were

allowed to engage in the respective problem solving tasks to account for the

time it took the other subjects to encode the second list. Subjects from the

short-delay control condition took the memory test assessing recall of the single

list after both encoding and distractor phase had been absolved; subjects from

the long-delay conditions left the laboratory and returned after 12 hours to

take the same test. Note that, in order to reduce the already considerable

sample size, half of the subjects from the single-list conditions first encoded
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the paired associates and subsequently engaged in the distractor tasks, thereby

forming the adequate control condition to assess retroactive interference. The

other half of the subjects first engaged in the distractor tasks and encoded

the list of paired associates at the same point in time, when subjects from the

double-list conditions encoded the second list - thereby forming the adequate

control condition to assess proactive interference. It was speculated that recall

performance for one single list should be about equal - no matter at what exact

point of time during the study phase the list had been encoded.

Importantly, subjects in the short-delay condition absolved both single-list

and double-list conditions; their sequence was balanced between subjects. As

subjects engaged in the two previously described short distractor phases when

absolving the double-list condition, a further and similarly long distractor was

needed to fill the remaining time after and/or before encoding of the single

list. Therefore, subjects in the short-delay condition additionally engaged in

another cognitive test (Standard Progressive Matrices; Raven, 1999) after

and/or before encoding of the single list; time was held constant between

single-list and double-list conditions (see Figure 2.1 for an illustration of the

experimental procedure and conditions).

Test Phase. In the double-list conditions, testing took place in the form

of a MMFR test (Barnes & Underwood, 1959). Subjects were confronted with

a cue word that appeared centrally on a computer screen and were asked to

write down both target words they had previously studied in relation to the

respective cue. In addition, subjects were asked to indicate, which of the two

target words had been studied first and which second. After 15 seconds, the

next cue word appeared on the screen. In the single list conditions, testing took

place in the same way. However, as only one target item had to be remembered,

presentation time of each cue word was reduced to 10 seconds. After the final

test phase, all subjects were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Note that only items recalled in connection to the right cue were counted as

correctly recalled for the later analysis of memory performance.
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or

Figure 2.1: Procedure and conditions employed in Experiment 1a. In the short-delay
control condition, subjects absolved two blocks, successively encoding and recalling
the single and the double lists (T = Test of the list(s) encoded in the respective
block). Sequence of blocks was balanced across subjects; the experiment was
conducted at either 9 a.m. or 9 p.m. Subjects in the 12-h wake conditions started
the experiment at 9 a.m., whereas subjects in the 12-h sleep conditions started it
at 9 p.m. In both long-delay conditions, subjects encoded either the single list or
the double lists, and were tested after 12 hours that were either filled with diurnal
wakefulness or nocturnal sleep.
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Results

Prerequisites

Ratings of Alertness. Ratings on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (Hoddes et al.,

1973) did not differ between morning and evening groups in the first session,

F (1, 118) = 3.40, MSE = 0.71, p > .05. There was also no difference between

morning and evening groups concerning their ratings of alertness in the second

session, i.e., after the 12-h delay, F (1, 94) < 1.0.

Morning and Evening Short-Delay Control Conditions. To further confine

sample size, half of the subjects from the 20-min control condition were tested

in the morning, while the other half was tested in the evening. Indeed, the two

groups did not differ with regard to performance for the single list, U(23) =

72.0, Z < 0.001, p > .95, the first double list, U(23) = 67.5, Z = 0.26, p > .75,

or the second double list, U(23) = 64.0, Z = 0.47, p > .60. Thus, the morning

and evening short-delay conditions will be combined to one general short-delay

control condition for all further analyses.

Sequence of Lists in the Short-Delay Control Condition. Moreover, half of

the subjects from the short-delay control condition started the experimental

session with the single-list condition, while the other half began with

the double-list condition. However, sequence did not influence memory

performance for the single list, U(23) = 68.0, Z = 0.25, p > .80, the first

double list, U(23) = 69.5, Z = 0.15, p > .85, or the second double list,

U(23) = 68.5, Z = 0.20, p > .80. Hence, for all further analyses, data from

the short-delay control condition will be merged without further considering

sequence of lists.

Single Lists in the Short-Delay Control Condition. Additionally, half of the

subjects from the short-delay condition encoded the single list to control for

retroactive interference, while the other half encoded it to control for proactive

interference. As memory performance for the single list did not differ with

respect to this procedural difference, U(23) = 71.0, Z = 0.06, p ≥ .95, data

are combined for all further comparisons.
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Single Lists in the Sleep and Wake Conditions. As in the short-delay

control condition, half of the subjects from single-list wake and sleep groups

encoded the list to control for retroactive interference, while the other half

encoded it to control for proactive interference. Again, memory performance

for the single list did not differ between these two approaches in either group,

Us(23) ≥ 47.0, Zs ≤ 1.45, ps ≥ .15. Therefore, data are combined to form

one single-list conditon in each of the groups.

Effects of Interference

Retroactive Interference. For the short-delay condition, a paired-samples t-test

confirmed that memory performance differed significantly for the single list and

the first double list (91.7 % correct vs. 85.6 % correct), t(23) = 3.60, SEM =

1.70, p = .01, which indicates that retroactive interference was induced after

a short 20-min delay.

To assess retroactive interference in the 12-h delay conditions, a 2 x 2

ANOVA with the factors of interference (single list, first double list) and

condition (12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was calculated. No significant main effect

of interference was found, F (1, 92) = 1.84, MSE = 383.26, p > .15,

suggesting that retroactive interference did not affect memory performance

across both conditions. A significant main effect of condition emerged,

F (1, 92) = 4.50, MSE = 383.26, p < .05, reflecting superior memory

performance in the 12-h sleep group. Moreover, a significant interaction of

the two factors was found, F (1, 92) = 5.42, MSE = 383.26, p < .03,

which suggests that condition affected memory performance for the two

lists differently. While sleep in comparison to wake did not affect single-list

performance (75.3 % correct vs. 76.1 % correct), t(46) = 0.15, p > .85, it led

to better memory performance for the first double list (79.2 % correct vs. 61.4

% correct), t(46) = 3.04, p < .01. Consistently, retroactive interference was

evident in the 12-h wake condition, t(46) = 2.36, p < .03, but not in the 12-h

sleep condition, t(46) = 0.78, p > .40 (see Figure 2.2 for a plot of the results).
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Figure 2.2: Results of Experiment 1a. Mean recall performance for single list and
double lists is shown separately for control, sleep and wake conditions (error bars
represent standard errors of the mean).

Proactive Interference. A paired-samples t-test confirmed that memory

performance differed significantly for the single list and and the second double

list in the short-delay condition (91.7 % correct vs. 71.9 % correct), t(23) =

4.09, SEM = 4.82, p = .001; proactive interference was induced after a short

20-min delay.

To assess proactive interference in the 12-h delay conditions, a 2 x 2

ANOVA with the factors of interference (single list, second double list)

and condition (12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was run. A significant main effect

of interference was found, F (1, 92) = 51.59, MSE = 485.10, p = .001,

indicating that proactive interference affected memory performance across

conditions. The ANOVA also revealed a marginally significant main effect of

condition, F (1, 92) = 3.38, MSE = 485.10, p = .07, reflecting the tendency

for better memory performance in the sleep group. Moreover, a significant

interaction of the two factors emerged, F (1, 92) = 4.09, MSE = 485.10,

p = .05, which suggests that condition again affected memory performance

for the two lists differently. As described above, sleep in comparison to wake

did not affect single-list performance (75.3 % correct vs. 76.1 % correct),
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t(46) = 0.15, p > .85; however, it produced better memory performance for the

second double list (52.1 % correct vs. 34.7 % correct), t(46) = 2.43, p = .02. In

contrast to retroactive interference, proactive interference was evident in both

12-h delay conditions, ts(46) ≥ 3.20, ps < .01.

Time-Dependent Forgetting and Sleep-Associated Stabilization

To investigate time-dependent forgetting, three one-way ANOVAS with the

factor of condition (20-min control, 12-h wake) were calculated; separately

for the single list, the first double list, and the second double list. For all

three lists, significant differences in memory performance between the two

conditions emerged, Fs(1, 46) > 11.25, MSEs < 670.50, ps < .01. As memory

performance was higher in the 20-min control condition, time-dependent

forgetting across 12 hours of wakefulness was evident for all three lists.

To investigate sleep-associated consolidation, performance for the single

list and the two double lists was analyzed separately. For the single list,

a one-way ANOVA with the factor of condition (12-h sleep, 12-h wake)

revealed no significant difference in memory performance between sleep and

wake, F (1, 46) < 1.0. As in the wake condition, memory performance for

the single list got worse across the 12-h sleep delay, F (1, 46) = 11.29,

MSE = 285.47, p < .01. For the double lists, a 2 x 2 ANOVA with the factors

of list (first double list, second double list) and condition (12-h sleep, 12-h

wake) was calculated. Significant main effects of both list, F (1, 46) = 61.21,

MSE = 283.18, p < .001, and condition were found, F (1, 46) = 10.00,

MSE = 740.92, p < .01, reflecting better memory performance for the first

than for the second double list and for the sleep than for the wake condition.

However, no significant interaction of the factors was observed, F (1, 46) < 1.0,

indicating that sleep stabilized memory performance for the two lists equally.

Time-dependent forgetting across the 12-h sleep delay was only evident for the

second double list, F (1, 46) = 5.05, MSE = 936.57, p < .05, but did not reach

significance for the first double list, F (1, 46) = 2.70, MSE = 181.60, p > .10.
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Intrusion Errors

Rate of intrusion errors was analyzed separately. For single-list conditions,

this rate included incorrectly ‘recalled’ items that were completely new words,

paired with the wrong cue, or items that had actually been presented as cues.

For double-list conditions, it additionally included falsely ‘recalled’ items that

had been presented in the respective other list. Because intrusion rates were

different for single and double lists anyway, no corresponding comparisons

were calculated. Possible effects of condition on overall intrusion errors were

investigated separately for single list and double lists.

For the single list, a one-way ANOVA revealed that intrusion rate did

not differ between sleep, wake, and control conditions, F (2, 69) < 1.0.

Furthermore, the overall intrusion rate was generally low (M = 0.46, SD =

0.84). For the double lists, a 2 x 3 ANOVA with the factors of list (first

double list, second double list) and condition (20-min control, 12-h wake,

12-h sleep) was run. A significant main effect of list emerged, F (1, 69) = 3.86,

MSE = 1.04, p = .05, reflecting a lower intrusion rate for the second

than for the first double list. No significant main effect of condition was

found, F (1, 69) < 1.0, and also no significant interaction of the two factors,

F (2, 69) < 1.0, indicating that intrusion rate did not differ between conditions.

Again, the overall intrusion rates were rather low (first double list: M = 1.18,

SD = 1.30; second double list: M = 0.85, SD = 1.34).

Discussion

The results replicate previous findings by Ekstrand (1967) and Drosopoulos

et al. (2007). Retroactive interference was present after a short delay and

persisted after 12 hours filled with wakefulness, but was abrogated if sleep

followed encoding. The effect seems to depend on selective sleep-associated

stabilization of the first double list. While sleep did not benefit the retention

of the single list, it provided a benefit for the double list, leading to relative

recovery from retroactive interference after sleep. Indeed, no time-dependent
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forgetting was found after sleep for the first double list, whereas equal

time-dependent forgetting was evident for the single list both after sleep and

wake. Thus, the results suggest that the previously reported elimination of

retroactive interference after sleep does not depend on confounded variables,

as for instance prior retrieval or semantically related material. Instead, and

by providing the crucial comparison of single-list to double-list performance,

the data further underpin the conclusion that sleep may not only counteract

normal (time-dependent) forgetting, but also experimentally induced forms of

forgetting.

Extending previous findings, effects of sleep on proactive interference were

additionally investigated. In line with results provided by Ekstrand (1967),

memory performance for the second double list was better after sleep compared

to wake. Although significant time-dependent forgetting of this list was present

both after sleep and wake, the comparison of performance after sleep and wake

indicates that sleep stabilized memory performance for the first and second

double list to an equal degree. Consistent with classic interference studies (for a

review, see Brown, 1976), no recovery from proactive interference was observed:

Forgetting due to proactive interference was not only present after a short

delay, but was also evident after both sleep and wake, irrespective of the better

memory performance in the double-list sleep group compared to the double-list

wake group. Therefore, sleep did counteract proactive interference as well, but

failed to abrogate it because the numerical distance to the single list was

greater for the second than for the first double list. An analysis of intrusions

additionally straigthened out that none of the observed differences between

conditions were due to elevated or reduced error rates.

In parallel to the study by Drosopoulos et al. (2007), no benefit of sleep

emerged for the single list. Drosopoulos et al. (2007) argued that this finding

might be due to sleep not providing any further benefits for memory contents

that are already strongly positioned after encoding. As the learning criterion

in the study by Drosopoulos et al. (2007) was set to 90 % correct, the single

list was probably very robustly encoded and, thus, memory performance for
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this list did not additionally profit from sleep. In the double list conditions,

however, retroactive interference reduced recall performance for the respective

memories, which could explain why they, in contrast, did show effects of

sleep-associated stabilization. This line of argumentation can be applied to

the present results as well: As a consequence of three consecutive study cycles

for all paired-associate lists, memory performance for the single list was close to

ceiling in the short-delay condition. Although time-dependent forgetting was

observed in both 12-h delay groups and, thus, a ceiling effect seems rather

unlikely, sleep did not stabilize memory performance for the single list in

comparison to wake. In contrast, a benefit of sleep compared to wake was

evident for both double lists in the interference conditions, suggesting that

competition between memories and consequently reduced performance could

somehow have triggered sleep-associated stabilization. The data presented here

point in this direction, but, in parallel to previously reported data, do not

provide any more information on how such triggering might actually work and

what exact factor could be responsible.

Drosopoulos et al. (2007) argued that the observed pattern of results

was basically an effect of reduced memory strength caused by retroactive

interference. In a second experiment, they indeed provided evidence for

the hypothesis that memory strength may affect sleep-associated memory

consolidation. Subjects studied two non-interfering lists of paired associates

to a criterion of either 90 % correct or 60 % correct. A benefit of sleep

emerged for both lists - but only in the weaker encoding condition. Drosopoulos

et al. (2007) concluded that sleep preferentially profits memories of weaker

associative strength, irrespective of the exact cause of the reduced strength

(according to their reasoning, such a reduction in strength could either be

due to retroactive interference or weak encoding). However, the finding that

memory strength (manipulated by changed encoding conditons) can influence

sleep-associated stabilization might also be important when trying to figure

out whether or not sleep abrogates effects of retroactive interference only

under specific conditions (e.g., under conditions of strong encoding) or in a

more general way (e.g., also under conditions of weak encoding). Following
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the results provided by Drosopoulos et al. (2007), one would expect to find a

benefit of sleep for single-list performance, too, if items were weakly encoded.

If, however, under weak encoding conditions the benefit of sleep remained the

same for the double lists, retroactive interference might persist after sleep -

because performance for none of the lists would be at ceiling and all lists

should, therefore, profit from subsequent sleep.

In the next section, a follow-up experiment will be reported that strongly

resembles Experiment 1a. To investigate whether the abrogation of retroactive

interference after sleep depends on specific study conditions, memory strength

was reduced at encoding in all experimental sleep and wake groups.

2.3 Experiment 1b: Sleep and Interference

(Weak Encoding)

Results reported in the previous section replicate findings by Drosopoulos et

al. (2007) and provide further evidence for the claim, that sleep can eliminate

experimentally induced forgetting by supporting relative recovery from

retroactive interference. However, such recovery from retroactive interference

due to sleep has until now only been reported if lists were encoded robustly.

Therefore, it remains unclear whether the finding is connected to specific

encoding conditions or whether sleep counteracts retroactive interference in

general. Here, the same experimental procedure as in Experiment 1a was used,

but encoding strength was reduced by omitting the repeated presentation of

paired-associate lists during study. Again comparing memory performance of

sleep and wake groups that initially studied two double lists of paired associates

to memory performance of sleep and wake groups that encoded a single list

before the delay interval, the influence of sleep on interference effects was

examined under weak encoding conditions.
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Method

Participants

96 subjects participated in the experiment, either for course credit or payment.

The sample consisted of 25 male and 71 female subjects, mean age was 22.5

years (range 19-35 years). All participants completed a screening questionnaire

prior to selection (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a) to ensure that no subject in the

final sample suffered from any neurological, psychiatric, or sleep disorders, or

was under the influence of drugs or medication affecting the central nervous

system. All subjects spoke German as their native language, reported to

have regular sleep-wake cycles, and were compliant with the instructions

provided by the investigators. Subjects were randomly assigned to one of

the experimental conditions and were tested either individually or in pairs.

Between the wake and sleep conditions, no differences with regard to age,

subjective ratings of sleep quality, or a rough estimate of intelligence (as

assessed by the connect-the-numbers test; Oswald & Roth, 1987) were evident

(all ps > .50).

Material

Item material was the same as in Experiment 1a. It consisted of five separate

lists of fifteen single items that were combined to pairs of two or three lists,

respectively. The same paired associates as in Experiment 1a were used. Again,

subjects filled out the Stanford Sleepiness Scale to indicate how alert and

activated they felt at the beginning of each session (Hoddes et al., 1973).

Design

The experiment had a 2 x 2 between-subjects design. The factors condition

(12-h wake, 12-h sleep) and interference (single list, double list) were both

manipulated between subjects. The experiment started at 9 a.m. or 9 p.m.,

respectively. Subjects either studied one list or two lists of paired associates.
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Recall performance was tested after a delay of 12 hours, that was filled with

either sleep or wakefulness. All participants in the 12-h wake condition reported

to have stayed awake and not to have taken any naps during the day, whereas

all participants in the 12-h sleep group reported to have slept regularly during

the night (mean sleep duration: 7.7 hours; range 5-11 hours); none of the

participants consumed alcohol between the two sessions.

Procedure

The general experimental procedure was the same as in Experiment 1a.

However, in the study phase, lists were not repeated; paired associates

were only presented once for 4 sec each and in random order to cause

comparatively weak encoding. Subjects engaged in the same distractor tasks

as in Experiment 1a; again, time spent in the study phase was held constant

between single-list and double-list conditions. In parallel to Experiment 1a,

half of the subjects from the single-list conditions first encoded the paired

associates and subsequently engaged in the distractor tasks, thereby forming

the adequate control condition to assess retroactive interference. The other

half of the subjects first engaged in the distractor tasks and encoded the

list of paired associates at the same point in time, when subjects from the

double-list conditions encoded the second list - thereby forming the adequate

control condition to assess proactive interference.

After the study phase, all subjects left the laboratory and returned after 12

hours to complete the experiment. The test phase was conducted in the same

manner as in Experiment 1a: Subjects were confronted with a cue word that

appeared centrally on a computer screen and were asked to write down the

one or, respectively, two target words they had previously studied in relation

to the presented cue. Again, subjects had 10 or, respectively, 15 sec per trial

to recall the paired associates. After the final test phase, all subjects were

debriefed and thanked for their participation.
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Results

Prerequisites

Ratings of Alertness. Ratings on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (Hoddes et

al., 1973) did not differ between the morning and evening groups in the first

session, F (1, 94) < 1.0, or in the second session, i.e., after the 12-h delay,

F (1, 94) = 3.33, MSE = 0.80, p > .07.

Single Lists. Half of the subjects from single-list wake and sleep groups

encoded the list as a control for retroactive interference, while the other half

encoded it as a control for proactive interference. As in Experiment 1a, memory

performance for the single list did not differ between these two approaches in

either group, Us(23) ≥ 64.5, Zs < .45, ps > .65. Therefore, data will be

combined to form one single-list conditon in each of the two groups.

Effects of Interference

Retroactive Interference. To assess retroactive interference in the 12-h delay

conditions, a 2 x 2 ANOVA with the factors of interference (single list,

first double list) and condition (12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was calculated. A

significant main effect of condition was found, F (1, 92) = 34.22, MSE =

350.70, p < .001, reflecting superior memory performance in the 12-h

sleep group. However, the ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of

interference, F (1, 92) < 1.0, but a significant interaction of the two factors,

F (1, 92) = 8.24, MSE = 350.70, p < .01, which suggests that retroactive

interference varied in the two conditions. In the wake condition, memory

performance for the single list was better than for the first double list (28.9 %

correct vs. 19.4 % correct), t(46) = 2.00, p = .05; i.e., significant retroactive

interference was found after 12 hours of wakefulness. In contrast, recall of

the first double list was better than recall of the single list in the sleep

condition (51.9 % correct vs. 39.4 % correct), t(46) = 2.20, p < .04; i.e.,

retroactive interference was abrograted after 12 hours of sleep. Consistently, a
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benefit of sleep in comparison to wake was evident for recall of the single list,

t(46) = 2.04, p = .05, but was more pronounced for recall of the first double

list, t(46) = 6.37, p < .001.

Proactive Interference. To assess proactive interference in the 12-h delay

conditions, a 2 x 2 ANOVA with the factors of interference (single

list, second double list) and condition (12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was run.

A significant main effect of interference was found, F (1, 92) = 61.78,

MSE = 256.46, p < .001. This indicates that proactive interference affected

memory performance across both conditions. The ANOVA also revealed a

significant main effect of condition, F (1, 92) = 13.66, MSE = 256.46,

p < .001, reflecting better memory performance in the sleep group. However,

no significant interaction of the two factors emerged, F (1, 92) < 1.0, which

suggests that interference did not affect memory performance differently

in the two conditions. Indeed, significant proactive interference was evident

in both 12-h delay conditions, ts(46) ≥ 4.90, ps < .001. As described above,

sleep in comparison to wake did benefit single-list performance (39.4 % correct

vs. 28.9 % correct), t(46) = 2.04, p = .05, and did also benefit memory

performance for the second double list (15.3 % correct vs. 2.5 % correct),

t(46) = 3.75, p = .001 (see also Figure 2.3 for a plot of the results).

Sleep-Associated Stabilization

To examine sleep-associated memory stabilization, a 2 x 2 ANOVA with

the factors of list (first double list, second double list) and condition

(12-h sleep, 12-h wake) was calculated. Significant main effects of both list,

F (1, 46) = 122.07, MSE = 145.70, p < .001, and condition were found,

F (1, 46) = 39.60, MSE = 322.18, p < .001, reflecting better memory

performance for the first than for the second double list and for the sleep

than for the wake condition. A significant interaction of the factors was

observed as well, F (1, 46) = 17.40, MSE = 145.70, p < .001, indicating

that sleep-associated mnemonic benefits were greater for the first than for the

second double list.
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Figure 2.3: Results of Experiment 1b. Mean recall performance for the single list
and the double lists is plotted separately for sleep and wake conditions (error bars
represent standard errors of the mean).

Intrusion Errors

In parallel to Experiment 1a possible effects of condition on overall intrusion

errors were investigated separately for single list and double lists. For the single

list, a one-way ANOVA revealed that intrusion rate did not differ between sleep

and wake, F (1, 46) = 2.54, MSE = 1.61, p > .10. The overall intrusion rate

was still rather low (M = 1.04, SD = 1.29).

For the double lists, a 2 x 3 ANOVA with the factors of list (first double

list, second double list) and condition (12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was calculated.

A significant main effect of list emerged, F (1, 46) = 18.95, MSE = 1.72,

p < .001, reflecting less intrusions for the second than for the first double

list. No significant main effect of condition was found, F (1, 46) < 1.0, but
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a significant interaction of the two factors, F (1, 46) = 4.09, MSE = 1.72,

p = .05, indicating that condition affected intrusion rates differently for

the two lists. Indeed, there was no difference between conditions for the first

double list, F (1, 46) < 1.0, but for the second double list, F (1, 46) = 4.34,

MSE = 1.23, p < .05. For this list, the intrusion rate was higher in the sleep

compared to the wake condition (M = 1.13 vs. M = 0.46). Again, the overall

intrusion rates were rather low (first double list: M = 1.96, SD = 1.97; second

double list: M = 0.79, SD = 1.15).

Discussion

The results basically replicate the general pattern that was observed in

Experiment 1a, but this time under conditions of weak encoding: Retroactive

interference was present after 12 hours of wakefulness, but was abrogated

after 12 hours of sleep. Proactive interference was again present in both

wake and sleep conditions. As expected, under weak encoding conditions

memory performance for the single list was found to be subject to

sleep-associated consolidation, while it had been rendered unaffected by sleep

under strong encoding conditions in Experiment 1a. Here, sleep benefited

memory performance for the single list and the second double list equally,

while it entailed a more pronounced benefit for recall of the first double list in

comparison to recall of the single list.

Therefore, Experiment 1b shows that the finding of sleep counteracting

forgetting due to retroactive interference does not hinge on strong encoding

conditions (or on no sleep-associated benefits for strongly encoded single lists),

but more general on the fact that sleep benefits first double lists more under

both strong and weak encoding conditions. In Experiment 1a, however, sleep

did also benefit memory performance for the second double list more than

memory performance for the single list. Here, the benefits of sleep were about

the same for single list and second double list, and clearly more pronounced

for the first double list. This finding, though, is probably due to a floor effect
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concerning memory performance for the second double list in the 12-h wake

condition, which differed barely from zero and couldn’t have dropped any

further. Similarly, the lower rate of intrusion errors for the second list in the

wake compared to the sleep condition was very likely tied to this floor effect

as well; rate of intrusion errors thus cannot explain the observed differences

between sleep and wake.

To be able to evaluate the extent of sleep-associated stabilization for first

and second double lists under this condition of weak encoding, comparisons to a

short-delay control condition (as in Experiment 1a) would be more appropriate.

However, the corresponding data are still to be collected. Such a control

condition would also allow to investigate statistically, whether the finding of

no retroactive interference in the sleep conditions again arose because of a

relative recovery from retroactive interference (e.g., Brown, 1976). Anyway, as

memory performance for the first double list was even enhanced above memory

performance for the single list in the sleep conditions, and because the regular

pattern of results one might expect to observe in short-delay conditions would

be better memory performance for a single list than for both double lists, it

seems very likely that sleep again lead to a relative recovery from retroactive

interference.

2.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, the data of two experiments were reported that investigated

the influence of sleep on effects of interference in paired-associate learning.

The results clarify an unresolved issue, but also generate further questions.

They illustrate that sleep seems to counteract effects of retroactive interference

in general, and that this role of sleep does not depend on strong encoding

conditions as one could possibly have assumed based on previous data sets.

Sleep very likely provokes a relative recovery from retroactive interference by

entailing more distinct benefits for the first of two lists than for a single

list, thereby counteracting not only time-dependent forgetting but also an
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experimentally induced form of forgetting. In line with previous research (for

a review, see Brown, 1976), no such recovery was observed for proactive

interference; nevertheless, sleep counteracted proactive interference as well,

but could not close the greater numerical distance to the single list.

Thus, the present data are both replication and extension to a precedent

study by Drosopoulos and colleagues (2007), who hypothesized that the

observed pattern of results might have arisen due to the fact that sleep

especially benefits memories that are, for one reason or another, reduced in

strength. Though only partially, the results presented here speak in support

of such a suggestion. Sleep-associated consolidation effects were far more

pronounced under the weak encoding conditions of Experiment 1b than under

the strong encoding conditions of Experiment 1a, both for single lists and for

first double lists, which tempts one to conclude that, as far as sleep-associated

consolidation is concerned, ‘the weaker’ might indeed be ‘the better’. Moreover,

larger sleep-related benefits for item lists affected by retroactive interference

in comparison to single lists were observed across both Experiments 1a and

1b. However, according to classic interference literature (e.g., Gardiner et al.,

1972; Tulving & Psotka, 1971) interference effects do probably not rely on

reduced memory strength in double-list conditions, but rather on a reduced

accessibility due to competition between memories that share the same cue;

this view is also widely favored by the contemporary field (e.g., Baddeley, 1990;

Nairne & Pandeirada, 2008). Therefore, the conclusions drawn by Drosopoulos

et al. (2007) should be extended to include the proposition that not only

weakly encoded memories, but also memories that are harder to access might

preferentially benefit from sleep-associated memory consolidation.

Clearly, broader and more multifaceted research is required to further

investigate sleep-associated memory consolidation. Paired-associate learning

has been applied frequently in the past when the impact of sleep on declarative

memory performance was to be investigated. However, there are other

paradigms prevalent in modern memory research that could help to further

elucidate processes of sleep-associated memory consolidation which may be
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influenced by both associative memory strength and competition between

memory contents. For instance, while interference in the paired-associate task

causes incidental forgetting, a cue to forget previously encoded material has

been found to cause intentional forgetting (Bjork, LaBerge, & LeGrande,

1968). More precisely, the list-method directed forgetting task seems to be

a suitable candidate to further examine the proposal that sleep may also

counteract experimentally induced forms of forgetting. Little is known yet

about sleep’s impact on voluntary forms of forgetting. However, as a cue to

forget is assumed to render items less accessible by reducing their associative

binding to the current list context (Bäuml, Pastötter, & Hanslmayr, 2010),

one could argue that, parallel to the findings on interference presented in this

chapter, especially items reduced in accessibility might benefit from sleep in

the directed forgetting task. The next chapter introduces list-method directed

forgetting and reports data on effects of sleep-associated memory consolidation

in this paradigm.



Chapter 3

Directed Forgetting

Many people wish they could voluntarily forget specific information and erase

it from their minds, be it because the information is emotionally straining,

annoying, or simply irrelevant. Memory research indicates that the latter

may indeed be possible: Obsolete and outdated memories can be deliberately

forgotten, at least under specific circumstances. Especially one paradigm, the

list-method directed forgetting task (Bjork et al., 1968), has been applied to

investigate the issue.

3.1 Background

In the list-method directed forgetting task, subjects usually study two lists of

unrelated items. Between lists, they are presented a cue, indicating whether

the first list will be relevant for an upcoming test or not. A forget cue after

list 1 indicates that the list will not be tested later and may be forgotten;

subjects are asked to focus on the second list instead. In contrast, a remember

cue indicates that the first list will be tested later and has to be remembered;

subjects are asked to additionally encode the second list. After list-2 encoding,

recall performance for both lists is assessed, irrespective of which cue was given

between lists. Memory performance for list 1 has been found to be impaired
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when subjects received a forget cue in comparison to when subjects received a

remember cue; i.e., the first list can intentionally be forgotten when subjects

are cued to do so. In addition, memory performance for list 2 has been found to

be improved in the forget compared to the remember condition; i.e., forgetting

of list 1 also results in enhanced memory performance for list 2. Therefore,

such forgetting of outdated memories has been assumed to be adaptive for our

memory system, as it frees up memory capacity and helps to remember current

and relevant information more effectively (e.g., Bjork, 1989). Forgetting of list

1 has also been termed the ‘costs’ of directed forgetting, whereas the gain for

list-2 performance has also been labelled the ‘benefits’ of directed forgetting

(for reviews, see Bäuml et al., 2010; MacLeod, 1998).

Several accounts have been proposed to explain both costs and benefits

of directed forgetting. One-mechanisms accounts attribute both findings to a

single mechanism. For instance, it was suggested that a forget cue after the first

list might stop rehearsal of the first list and induce selective rehearsal of the

second list instead, which would explain both costs and benefits of the forget

cue if one assumed that subjects in the remember condition simultaneously

engaged in rehearsal of both lists (Bjork, 1970). However, Geiselman, Bjork,

and Fishman (1983) found forgetting also for incidentally encoded material,

thereby eliminating selective rehearsal as a potential explanation. Instead, they

suggested that the forget cue triggers an active inhibitory process, that reduces

accessibility of list 1 and that, because the first list can no longer interfere with

list-2 recall, can also explain the benefits for list 2. Alternatively, the context

change account (Sahakyan & Kelley, 2002) proposes that the forget cue causes

an internal context change, and that because the context at retrieval is different

from the one present at list-1 encoding, forgetting of this list occurs, while list

2 can be remembered more efficiently.

Two-mechanism accounts attribute costs and benefits of directed forgetting

to separate mechanisms, thereby following studies reporting that costs and

benefits do not necessarily occur together (e.g., Benjamin, 2007; Zellner &

Bäuml, 2006). For instance, while assuming that an internal context change
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can account for list-1 forgetting, Sahakyan and Delaney (2003) suggest that

the forget cue could additionally lead to an evaluation of the previous learning

and, consequently, to a switch of encoding strategies, which could explain why

list 2 is remembered better in the end. Another proposal is that the costs

of list 1 arise due to inhibitory processes, but that the benefits are caused

by a reset of encoding after the forget cue (Bäuml, Hanslmayr, Pastötter, &

Klimesch, 2008). In any case, the directed forgetting effect cannot be explained

by assuming that it simply is a result of demand characteristics; subjects have

been found to be unable to recall list-1 items, no matter how highly motivated

they are to do so (MacLeod, 1999).

Evidence for the assumption that forgetting of obsolete memories is an

active process comes from a study showing that the engagement of controlled

strategies is necessary for forgetting to arise (Foster & Sahakyan, 2011).

Moreover, it has been reported that postcue encoding is crucial for the

forgetting effect to emerge (Pastötter & Bäuml, 2007, 2010), suggesting that

the processes mediating forgetting operate during list-2 encoding. Directed

forgetting is reliably found in free recall tests (e.g., Geiselman et al., 1983;

MacLeod, 1998). However, the forgetting effect has not been observed in

recognition tests (e.g., Geiselman et al., 1983; Sego, Golding, & Gottlob, 2006),

indicating that inhibition does not affect items directly. Rather, it is assumed

that the whole list as a unit is affected (see Bäuml, 2008), as for instance

indicated by the finding that memory for all items is compromised, irrespective

of whether they were learned intentionally or incidentally (Geiselman et al.,

1983). The accessibility of list 1 seems to be impaired, possibly by a reduction

of associative links between the two lists’ study contexts (Bäuml et al., 2010).

However, to date little is known about the durability and persistence of

the directed forgetting effect. In most studies that applied the paradigm,

distractor phases taking less than two minutes or no distractor phases at all

were placed after encoding of the second list. Two studies reported regular

effects of directed forgetting after distractor phases of 5 min (Conway, Harries,

Noyes, Racsmany, & Frankish, 2000; Racsmany, Conway, Garab, & Nagymate,
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2008), but to my knowledge there are no studies that employed longer delay

intervals. Therefore, it remains unclear whether directed forgetting is still

present after a prolonged period of time, or whether the effect fades away

as time passes.

An experiment was conducted to fill this and another empirical gap at once:

First, the experiment was to answer the question whether directed forgetting

persists after prolonged retention intervals. Second, as described earlier, there

is evidence for a role of sleep in the longevity of memories, and other

evidence for the assumption that both strength and accessibility of memories

may modulate this role of sleep. Therefore, a distinction was made between

retention intervals filled with nocturnal sleep or diurnal wakefulness, to

further address the question whether sleep and wake affect directed forgetting

differently, that is assumed to rely on a reduction in associative strength. The

corresponding experiment is described in the following section.

3.2 Experiment 2: Sleep and Directed

Forgetting

There are hardly any published data available that could guide expectations

when it comes to the durability of voluntary forms of forgetting and, in

particular, of directed forgetting. Directed forgetting has been shown to persist

for a few minutes (e.g., Racsmany et al., 2008), which might indicate that the

effect is incorporated in long-term memory and should persist after longer

retention intervals as well. However, it could also be argued that the forget

cue may lose its salience with time, and that access to list-1 items might in

general be recovered after prolonged retention intervals. More possibilities arise

if one assumes that intervals filled with sleep or wakefulness could additionally

influence the effect. For instance, following the findings on interference effects

presented in the previous chapter as well as reports by other researchers (e.g.,

Drosopoulos et al., 2007; Ellenbogen, Hu, Payne, Titone, & Walker, 2007),
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especially items reduced in associative accessibility might benefit from sleep in

the directed-forgetting task. As an instruction to forget is assumed to render

items less accessible by reducing their associative binding to potential retrieval

cues (Bäuml et al., 2010), one could argue that sleep in comparison to wake

might mainly entail benefits for items in the forget condition, and less for

items in the remember condition. If so, sleep might revive outdated memories,

thereby undermining people’s goal to forget obsolete memories and eliminating

directed forgetting.

Here, the results of a list-method directed forgetting experiment are

reported that was conducted to clarify the issue. By comparing memory

performance of sleep and wake groups for list 1 after either a forget or a

remember cue had been presented, the durability of the effect and the role of

sleep for its persistence were to be investigated.

Method

Participants

256 subjects participated in the experiment in return for a small compensatory

amount of money. The sample consisted of 85 male and 171 female subjects,

mean age was 22.7 years (range 18-35 years). All participants completed

a screening questionnaire and interview prior to selection (Ellenbogen et

al., 2006a). Accordingly, no subject in the final sample suffered from any

neurological, psychiatric, or sleep disorders, or was under the influence of drugs

or medication affecting the central nervous system. All subjects spoke German

as their native language, reported to have regular sleep-wake cycles, and were

compliant with the instructions provided by the investigators. Subjects were

randomly assigned to one of the experimental conditions and were tested either

individually or in pairs. Between experimental conditions, no differences with

regard to age, habitual sleep duration, subjective ratings of sleep quality, or

a rough estimate of intelligence (as assessed by the connect-the-numbers test;

Oswald & Roth, 1987) were evident (all ps > .05).
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Material

Item material consisted of four lists, each containing sixteen concrete German

nouns. Items were taken from different semantic categories out of the norm

provided by Van Overschelde et al. (2004) and translated into German. Hence,

items were unrelated, both within and between lists. In addition, all items

within one list had unique initial letters. The four lists were divided into two

sets of two lists that were equally often used across conditions. Within sets,

the sequence of lists was balanced across subjects. For each list, eight items

were defined as targets that participants were always asked to recall first on

the later memory test. This was done because previous research indicates that

directed forgetting is only present for the first half of a 16-item list on an

immediate test (Bäuml & Samenieh, 2010). To get relatively ‘pure’ measures

of the forgetting effect, the analysis of participants’ memory performance was

restricted to these eight target items of the first list.

Design

The experiment had a 2 x 2 design with the between-participants factors

of condition (12-wake, 12-h sleep) and cue (forget, remember). In the

remember condition, the first list was followed by a cue to remember the list

for an upcoming test, whereas in the forget condition, it was followed by a

cue to forget the list (e.g., Bjork, 1989). In the wake condition, participants

studied the two lists of items at 9 a.m., and returned for the test after a

12-h waking retention interval; in the sleep condition, participants studied the

same material at 9 p.m., and returned for the test after a 12-h interval that

included regular sleep (see also Figure 3.1 for an illustration of procedure and

experimental conditions). All participants in the 12-h wake condition reported

to have stayed awake and not to have taken any naps during the day, whereas

all participants in the 12-h sleep group reported to have slept regularly during

the night (mean sleep duration: 7.5 hours; range 5-10 hours); none of the

participants consumed alcohol between the two sessions.
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Figure 3.1: a) Procedure applied in Experiment 2. Between study of two lists,
subjects were either asked to keep on remembering the first list (Remember
Condition) or to forget the first list and to focus on the second list instead (Forget
Condition). b) Experimental groups. Half of the subjects received a remember cue
for list 1, the other half received a forget cue for this list; half of the subjects started
the experiment at 9 a.m. and stayed awake before taking the final test after 12 hours,
whereas the other half started the experiment at 9 p.m. and slept regularly in the
meantime; R = Remember Condition, F = Forget Condition.

Procedure

Study Phase. Before presentation of the first list started, subjects were asked

to try to memorize as many items as possible from the following list. Items

were then presented in random order and at a rate of 4 sec each centrally on a

computer screen. Two consecutive study cycles were conducted in this manner

to ensure sufficient encoding. After presentation of the first list, subjects in

the remember condition were simply asked to additionally encode a second list

that was then presented in the same way as list 1. In the forget condition the

procedure was different. To make sure that participants believed the cue to

forget the first list, a computer crash was simulated: After the last item of the
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first list had been presented, the presentation shut down. The instructors acted

surprised, apologized, and told the subjects that they had obviously opened a

wrong, broken file. They asked the participants to try to forget the list they

had just seen and to focus on another list that was enclosed in the correct,

undamaged file instead. After this cover story, list 2 was presented in the same

way as list 1.

Immediately after study, participants engaged in several distractor tasks

to prevent rehearsal of any of the lists. First, they had to absolve the

d2 test of attention (Brickenkamp, 2002), which was followed by the

connect-the-numbers test (Oswald & Roth, 1987). In addition, subjects had

to read through a number of moral dilemmata that required moral decision

making (Greene, Nystrom, Engell, Darley, & Cohen, 2004). Approximately

fifteen minutes after the study phase, subjects were allowed to leave the

laboratory, and returned after 12 hours to complete the experiment.

Test Phase. As the main interest of this study was to investigate directed

forgetting of the first list after 12 hours, list 1 was always tested before list 2

during the test phase. Before testing started, subjects in the forget condition

were debriefed and asked to try to remember as many items of list 1 irrespective

of the previously simulated computer crash. Then, the target items of the

first list were tested before the rest of the list. Recall sequence was controlled

through presentation of the items’ unique initial letters. The item cues were

presented successively and, both within the target set and the rest of the items,

in random order for 10 sec each. Participants were asked to recall a studied

list-1 item that fit the initial-letter cue. After all item cues for list 1 had been

presented, subjects were asked to recall list 2 in the same way; nevertheless,

only recall performance for list 1 will be included in the following analysis, as

recall sequence may have biased performance for list 2.

Results

Ratings of Alertness. Ratings on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (Hoddes et al.,
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1973) did not differ between morning and evening groups in the first session,

F (1, 254) < 1.0. There was also no difference between morning and evening

groups concerning their ratings of alertness in the second session, i.e., after the

12-h delay, F (1, 254) = 3.49, MSE = 0.88, p > .05.

Directed Forgetting. To assess memory performance for the first list, a

2 x 2 ANOVA with the factors of cue (forget, remember) and condition

(12-h wake, 12-h sleep) was calculated. Significant main effects of condition,

F (1, 252) = 39.07, MSE = 332.98, p < .001, and cue were found, F (1, 252) =

10.59, MSE = 332.98, p = .001, as well as a significant interaction of the

two factors, F (1, 252) = 5.75, MSE = 332.98, p < .02. The main effect of

condition reflects better memory performance in the sleep compared to the

wake groups. Post-hoc t-tests confirmed that a benefit of sleep was evident

irrespective of which cue had been given after list 1, ts(126) > 2.60, ps < .01.

While the main effect of cue suggests that the instruction to forget the first

list was effective across both conditions, the significant interaction indicates

that target recall was differently affected by cue depending on whether the

participants slept or stayed awake during the delay. Compared to the remember

cue the forget cue impaired target recall when participants stayed awake (41.0

% correct vs. 28.1 % correct), t(126) = 4.17, p < .001, but did not affect recall

when participants slept during the retention interval (49.8 % correct vs. 47.9

% correct), p > .55 (see also Figure 3.2 for a plot of the results).

Discussion

The results clarify two important issues that have been neglected so far.

On the one hand, they suggest that directed forgetting is a powerful effect

that may be found after prolonged retention intervals. Subjects in the

wake conditions showed reliable forgetting of information they considered

as outdated and irrelevant after 12 hours. On the other hand, the results

provide evidence for a whole different role of sleep in this respect. Indeed,

successful forgetting of outdated memories seems to depend on whether
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Figure 3.2: Results of Experiment 2. Mean recall performance for list 1 is plotted as
a function of condition and cue (error bars represent standard errors of the mean).

sleep or wakefulness follows encoding. When wakefulness follows encoding of

to-be-forgotten information, forgetting of outdated information is successful;

when sleep follows the encoding, no forgetting of the information arises.

Numerous previous studies demonstrated successful forgetting of outdated

information after short retention intervals (for reviews, see Bäuml et al., 2010;

MacLeod, 1998). The finding of no such forgetting after a 12-hour interval

with sleep, therefore, indicates that sleep does not stabilize this forgetting,

but rather revives outdated memories.

Interestingly, an effect of sleep was not only found when subjects were

cued to remember the first list, but the effect was even more pronounced when

subjects were cued to forget it. The finding that beneficial effects of sleep are

not restricted to memories that people wish to maintain, but are exceedingly

present for memories people wish to forget, has theoretical importance. It

supports the view that sleep preferentially strengthens weak associative links

(e.g., Drosopoulos et al., 2007; Ellenbogen et al., 2007) that may underlie

the forgetting of outdated information in list-method directed forgetting (e.g.,

Bäuml et al., 2010). As forgetting, in one way or another, is frequently assumed

to be related to memories being reduced in strength or accessibility (e.g.,
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Anderson, 2003; Bäuml, 2008; Levy & Anderson, 2008; Wixted, Mickes, &

Squire, 2010; Yonelinas, Aly, Wang, & Koen, 2010), sleep may counteract

different forms of forgetting, e.g., incidental and intentional forms, in a more

general way. This hypothesis is also in line with a recent report on abrogation of

another form of voluntary forgetting in the think / no think paradigm (Fischer,

Diekelmann, & Born, 2011), which specifically linked REM sleep to such a

sleep-associated abrogation of forgetting.

Moreover, the finding that memories considered as outdated and irrelevant

profit from sleep-associated memory consolidation could also be of practical

relevance, because it suggests that sleep may only be partially beneficial for

effective learning. Effective learning often requires successful remembering of

relevant information and successful forgetting of out-of-date information (e.g.,

Bjork, 1989). By reviving outdated memories, sleep could therefore counteract

effective learning. However, the debate about whether remembering as much

information as possible or forgetting specific information is more adaptive and

valuable in the long-term, is an old one and has, in different contexts, been

conducted before (e.g., Anderson & Schooler, 2000; Nairne & Pandeirada,

2008). Therefore, the recovery of outdated information after sleep could also

be interpreted as adaptive, because sleep more or less provides the possibility

of a reset: After a night of sleep, memories may again be equally accessible

and, thus, can be newly weighted and highlighted according to the demands

arising during the following day. Future research will have to address which of

the two interpretations is more adequate.

As noted earlier, there are no published data available on the durability and

persistence of list-method directed forgetting. Recently, however, two reports

emerged on effects of sleep and wake on a different version of the directed

forgetting task. In item-method directed forgetting, namely, a cue to either

forget or remember is given right after the initial presentation of every single

item during study. This manipulation typically results in a similar effect as the

manipulation applied in list-method directed forgetting: On a later test, items

immediately cued to be forgotten are recalled significantly worse than items
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immediately cued to be remembered.

Using the item-method directed forgetting procedure, Rauchs et al.

(2011) had their subjects encode stimulus material and tested recognition

performance after either regular sleep or sleep deprivation. While memory

did not differ for items cued to be remembered, the sleep deprivation group

recognized significantly more items cued to be forgotten, thereby decreasing

the item-method directed forgetting effect. Similarly, Saletin, Goldstein, and

Walker (2011) found decreased forgetting of items cued to be forgotten

for a wake in comparison to a napping condition. However, in this case,

recall of to-be-forgotten items did not differ between wake and napping

conditions, but napping selectively profited recall of to-be-remembered items.

Although the results reported by Rauchs et al. (2011) and Saletin et al.

(2011) are at least consistent in showing intact item-method directed forgetting

after sleep and reduced item-method directed forgetting after wake, they do

not contradict the present results on list-method directed forgetting. While

item-method directed forgetting is probably caused by differential encoding of

to-be-forgotten and to-be-remembered information, information in list-method

directed forgetting is restructured after initial processing is already complete

(MacLeod, 1999). Therefore, as the mechanisms underlying item-method and

list-method directed forgetting are argued to be not the same, it is plausible

to assume that sleep may influence the two effects differently.

Another recent report may appear to be contradicting the present results on

list-method directed forgetting. Although Wilhelm et al. (2011) did not apply a

directed forgetting task but, instead, paired-associate learning, they concluded

from their data, that sleep selectively benefits memories one considers as being

relevant in the future. After repeated study-test cycles, subjects were either

told that the just encoded material was relevant for a final test coming up the

following morning, or that it would be no longer needed, because a different

task would have to be absolved the next day. Sleep-related benefits were only

observed if subjects were informed about the test, but not if subjects didn’t

believe that the material would still be relevant.
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Indeed, if the perceived relevance of memories impacted upon their

sleep-associated memory consolidation, one would expect sleep in list-method

directed forgetting to benefit mostly memories in the remember condition, and

less in the forget condition. Although sleep-associated memory consolidation

was observed in the remember conditions as well, sleep was found to entail

more pronounced benefits in the forget conditions. However, in comparison to

the procedure applied by Wilhelm et al. (2011), list-method directed forgetting

is a paradigm that comes with a long history of research and many theoretical

assumptions. As a direct request to forget the previously encoded material

is assumed to impede access to the information (e.g., Bäuml et al., 2010),

and because no such active reduction of accessibility should have taken place

in the study by Wilhelm and colleagues (2011), sleep-associated memory

consolidation in list-method directed forgetting may to a higher degree benefit

to-be-forgotten information that is harder to access (e.g., Drosopoulos et al.,

2007), while still providing gains for information considered as relevant for the

future.

All in all, the just presented data further support the claim that the

accessibility of memories affects sleep-associated consolidation. In list-method

directed forgetting, this leads to a revival of outdated, to-be-forgotten

information after sleep, whereas intact directed forgetting is observed across

wake. Still, a regular sleep-associated benefit is observed for to-be-remembered

information that is regarded as relevant for the future, thereby reconciling the

finding with previous ones.

3.3 Conclusions

In the last two chapters evidence was provided for sleep-associated memory

consolidation. In both paired-associate learning and list-method directed

forgetting, memory performance was repeatedly found to be better after

sleep compared to wake. In particular, however, and in line with previous

research (e.g., Drosopoulos et al., 2007), sleep-associated memory consolidation
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was shown to benefit memories of rather weak associative strength. In

Experiment 1a and 1b, more pronounced sleep-associated benefits were

observed for a first double list than for a single list, while, in Experiment

2, sleep-associated benefits were larger for information cued to be forgotten

than for information cued to be remembered. By providing higher gains for

initially inaccessible material, sleep counteracted both retroactive interference

and directed forgetting, thus abolishing both incidental and intentional forms

of experimentally induced forgetting.

As outlined before, sleep-associated memory consolidation is assumed

to rely on a reactivation of memory contents during sleep that ultimately

stabilizes the respective memories and leaves them less prone to forgetting

(e.g., Ellenbogen et al., 2007, or Rasch et al., 2007; see also Diekelmann

& Born, 2010). Recent research on memory retrieval indicates that there

may be interesting parallels between effects of sleep and retrieval. Indeed,

conscious retrieval from memory has previously been shown to entail an awake

reactivation of memories as well (e.g., Carr, Jadhav, & Frank, 2011), and

stabilizing long-term effects of such memory retrieval have been reported

repeatedly in the literature on the testing effect, showing reduced normal

forgetting after retrieval in comparison to reexposure or distractor conditions

(for a review, see Roediger & Butler, 2011). Thus, it could be hypothesized

that retrieval may consolidate memories as well.

The next part of this thesis will be dedicated to investigating this proposal.

To begin with, previous findings on the effects of retrieval on long-term

retention will be reviewed. Then the outcomes of three experiments will

successively be reported that were conducted to clarify whether retrieval

stabilizes memories, thereby assuring less time-dependent forgetting and

less susceptibility to interference, and whether such retrieval-associated

consolidation during wake could have an impact upon later sleep-associated

consolidation.
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Chapter 4

A Current Perspective

Frequently and across many professional domains, administering or taking

a test is regarded as a mere means to assess performance. Consequently, in

educational contexts, students usually rely on familiar learning techniques

when preparing for exams, such as rote learning and cramming, or rereading

the relevant paragraphs over and over again. However, classic as well as

recent research indicates that active retrieval from memory is not only a

way to test performance, but may, at least in the long-term, be even more

effective in boosting memory performance than additional study. Although

this finding’s potential relevance for all kinds of educational settings lies at

hand, its implications have widely been neglected by practicioners, and have

not been incorporated into general knowledge so far. The next few paragraphs

shall therefore give a brief outline on research on the so-called testing effect.

4.1 The Testing Effect: Basic Findings

Among the first to investigate effects of testing on memory performance was

Gates (1917). Based on extensive data collections he concluded that repeated

testing may be beneficial for memory, both in the short-term and in the

long-term. Since then, his findings have been replicated and refined many

68
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times (for reviews, see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006a; Roediger & Butler, 2011).

Basically, what has been observed repeatedly across several decades, is that

less time-dependent forgetting occurs after testing in comparison to restudy

or distractor conditions (e.g., Thompson, Wenger, & Bartling, 1978; Wheeler,

Ewers, & Buonanno, 2003), with repeated recall tests being most efficient

in retarding forgetting (Wheeler & Roediger, 1992). While, initially after

study, repeated restudy seems to be more beneficial for memory performance

than repeated testing (e.g., Hogan & Kintsch, 1971), the pattern is reversed

after longer delays, and a profound mnemonic benefit of testing due to less

time-dependent forgetting becomes evident (e.g., Allen, Mahler, & Estes, 1969;

see also Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b).

Further research has focused on identifying limitations and boundary

conditions of the testing effect. However, this research essentially documents

what powerful an effect is entailed by active retrieval from memory. For

instance, it could be shown that the testing effect is not caused by any specific

kind of test, but can be found for a variety of tests, including multiple choice

testing (Kang, McDermott, & Roediger, 2007; Marsh, Roediger, Bjork, &

Bjork, 2007) and completion tests (Hinze & Wiley, 2011). The benefits of

testing have further been shown not to be restricted to the exact context

present at retrieval. Rather, it has been reported that testing seems to promote

the transfer of knowledge from one context to another (Butler, 2010; Rohrer,

Taylor, & Sholar, 2010). In addition, retrieval has not only been shown to

be superior to restudy (e.g., Karpicke & Roediger, 2007), but has also been

observed to entail substantially bigger benefits for long-term retention than

elaborative study techniques, such as concept mapping (Karpicke & Blunt,

2011).

One could speculate that success at retrieval is necessary for the testing

effect to emerge, and indeed, providing corrective feedback after retrieval has

been shown to further increase the positive effects of testing by diminishing

the possibility to potentially stick to incorrectly retrieved information (e.g.,

Butler & Roediger, 2008; Pashler, Rohrer, Cepeda, & Carpenter, 2007).
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Yet, unsuccessful retrieval attempts seem to come with their own benefit

by improving the effectiveness of subsequent learning (e.g., Kornell, Hays, &

Bjork, 2009; Richland, Kornell, & Kao, 2009). Moreover, testing of previously

learned information has been shown to facilitate the consecutive encoding of

new information, presumably by a reset of encoding and by reducing the

extent to which the previously studied material interferes with the newly

encoded material (e.g., Pastötter, Schicker, Niedernhuber, & Bäuml, 2011;

Szpunar, McDermott, & Roediger, 2008; Weinstein, McDermott, & Szpunar,

2011). Thus, the impact of active retrieval from memory is not limited to past

experiences, but also affects learning events taking place in the future.

Importantly, there is extensive evidence by now supporting the claim that

active retrieval from memory is not only beneficial for retention in a laboratory

setting, but also in realistic educational contexts. Many articles have been

published that report successful replications of the testing effect in classroom

and real-life study settings (e.g., Butler & Roediger, 2007; Larsen, Butler, &

Roediger, 2008; McDaniel, Roediger, & McDermott, 2007; McDaniel, Agarwal,

Huelser, McDermott, & Roediger, 2011). Moreover, testing effects have reliably

been observed for a variety of stimulus materials more relevant in daily life

than the stimulus material usually employed in most laboratory studies on

human memory. For instance, retention for prose passages (e.g., Agarwal,

Karpicke, Kang, Roediger, & McDermott, 2008), visuospatial maps (Carpenter

& Pashler, 2007), or natural concepts (Jacoby, Wahlheim, & Coane, 2010) was

reported to be superior after subjects had been tested on it. More recently, a

role for long-term effects of retrieval in eyewitness reports has been established,

suggesting that testing can on the one hand promote the accuracy of reports,

but on the other hand also increase suggestibility - as long as no warning

about potentially misleading information is provided (Chan & Langley, 2011;

Thomas, Bulevich, & Chan, 2010).

Given all the experimental evidence underscoring the importance of testing

for long-term retention, the notion that additional ungraded tests have not

been implemented more in educational systems as a consequence seems kind
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of queer. However, another branch of research shows that people are hardly

ever aware of the benefits that come along with taking tests. Although some

students report to turn to self-testing when occupied with studying, only

roughly a quarter of them does so, because they perceive to gain additional

input from tests - rather, students report to test themselves in order to be able

to evaluate their learning progress (e.g., Kornell & Bjork, 2007), i.e., to assess

their performance. Another survey among students found that only few employ

retrieval practice as a learning strategy, and that the most applied technique

to promote learning still was rereading and restudying (Karpicke, Butler, &

Roediger, 2009). In line with these findings, subjects have been reported to

make wrong predictions about their future success in retaining repeatedly

studied or repeatedly tested information: While subjects overestimated the

probability that they would be able to remember information they had studied

several times, they underestimated the probabilty that they would be able to

remember material they had retrieved several times (Agarwal et al., 2008). All

in all, there seems to be a lack of awareness for the mnemonic gain that is

caused by recalling studied information.

4.2 How Does Retrieval Practice Benefit

Retention?

Concerning the underlying mechanisms responsible for the long-term effects of

retrieval practice, not much progress has been made yet. Recently, Carpenter

(2011) stated that “we currently know very little about what this process

involves, however, and how it benefits retention” (p.1547). Nevertheless, several

proposals have been made to account for why testing is so advantageous for

long-term memory (Roediger & Butler, 2011). For instance, it was suggested

that memory traces might, as a consequence of retrieval, become more

elaborate, possibly because such retrieval establishes additional retrieval routes

(e.g., Carpenter, 2009; McDaniel & Masson, 1985), enhances organizational

processes (e.g., Zaromb & Roediger, 2010), or because it triggers the generation
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of more potent mediators between retrieval cue and to-be-remembered target

(e.g., Carpenter, 2011; Pyc & Rawson, 2010). In addition, it was proposed that

the effort necessary to retrieve specific information from memory might mirror

the magnitude of information processing, as, with more effort at retrieval,

more pronounced benefits were found in the long-term (e.g., Gardiner, Craik,

& Bleasdale, 1973; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). The term ‘desirable difficulties’

(Bjork, 1994) was coined to circumscribe this finding.

Clearly, the theoretical view on the effect that testing exerts on memory has

changed over time. While Tulving (1967) still likened the overall effect of recall

tests to that of additional study trials, the present perspective is that retrieval

adds more to memory than mere restudy does (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011).

Indeed, a link between retrieval practice and processes of reconsolidation has

been suggested (see also Lasry, Levy, & Tremblay, 2008). More precisely, based

on multiple trace theory (e.g., Moscovitch & Nadel, 1998), it was hypothesized

that each retrieval from memory induced reconsolidation, thereby creating

an additional memory trace which supports recall in the future. As work on

rodents identified a molecular basis of reconsolidation (for a review, see Nader

& Einarsson, 2010), this rather new approach to explain the benefits of testing

could be regarded as more mechanistic and a little less psychological than

previous ones.

However, there is one crucial difference between most studies on the testing

effect and studies on reconsolidation in humans. On the one hand, the usual

procedure when investigating effects of testing on memory is to implement

the critical manipulation of either restudy or testing cycles right after initial

learning (e.g., Butler & Roediger, 2007; Carpenter, Pashler, Wixted, & Vul,

2008; Karpicke & Roediger, 2007) - or, put differently, incorporated into the

initial learning phase. Studies on reconsolidation in humans, on the other hand,

typically place delays of at least 24 hours between initial study and the critical

manipulation that is assumed to induce reconsolidation, as well as between

this manipulation and a final memory test (e.g., Hupbach, Hardt, Gomez, &

Nadel, 2008; Hupbach, Gomez, & Nadel, 2011; note, however, that spacing
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between learning and retrieval as well as between repeated testing events has

been subject to experimental studies on the testing effect, too; e.g., Karpicke

& Bauernschmidt, 2011; Karpicke & Roediger, 2010). Because consolidation

is regarded as a multilayer process lasting longer than just a few seconds

(e.g., Dudai, 2004), the proposal that retrieval right after encoding induces

reconsolidation is rather astonishing. How can contents undergo a phase of

reconsolidation if they have not even had a chance to be fully consolidated?

As outlined before, consolidation has been defined as a stabilization of

memory contents that becomes evident in less time-dependent forgetting and

less susceptibility to interfering treatments (e.g., Stickgold, 2005; Wixted,

2004). Because the mnemonic benefit of testing relies on less time-dependent

forgetting after retrieval in comparison to restudy (e.g., Allen, Mahler, & Estes,

1969; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b) this could be seen as an interesting parallel

between memory retrieval and memory consolidation. In the following, it will

be examined whether retrieval gives rise to more effective consolidation. As

the retrieval-practice paradigm (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork, 1994) was applied

to investigate the issue, the next chapter will begin with a brief introduction

of the paradigm and basic findings. In a first step, it will then be examined if

retrieval attenuates time-dependent forgetting and if this attenuation is further

modulated by sleep. In a second step, it will be investigated if retrieval practice

also protects from retroactive interference.



Chapter 5

Retrieval Practice Effects and

Normal Forgetting

5.1 Background

In the retrieval-practice paradigm (Anderson et al., 1994), participants

typically study categorized item material (e.g., Fruit-Mango, Fruit-Apple,

Sports-Tennis, Sports-Soccer) and afterwards are repeatedly asked to

retrieve a subset of the items from a subset of the categories in an

intermediate retrieval-practice phase (e.g., Fruit-Man ). Such retrieval

practice creates three item types: Practiced items from practiced categories

(i.e., Fruit-Mango), unpracticed items from practiced categories (i.e.,

Fruit-Apple), and control items from unpracticed categories that did

not appear during the retrieval-practice phase at all (i.e., Sports-Tennis,

Sports-Soccer).

When memory for all three item types is assessed in an ultimate test,

the typically observed results are the following: Due to retrieval practice,

memory performance for practiced items is usually found to be enhanced in

comparison to control items. At the same time, however, memory performance

for unpracticed items is found to be reduced compared to memory performance

74
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for control items. This reduction in recall of unpracticed items has been

termed retrieval-induced forgetting (RIF); the facilitating effect of retrieval

on practiced items will in the following be referred to as retrieval-induced

enhancement (RIE).

Retrieval-induced forgetting is often explained by the assumption that

inhibitory processes operate during retrieval practice. The proposal is that,

during retrieval attempts, a category’s not-to-be-retrieved items interfere and,

to overcome the interference, are inhibited and reduced in strength through the

involvement of executive control processes (for reviews, see Anderson, 2003;

Bäuml, 2008; Bäuml, Pastötter, & Hanslmayr, 2010). Behavioral evidence

for the hypothesis that such an inhibitory mechanism directly affects item

representations, comes from studies that report intact RIF over a variety of

testing procedures, as for example word-stem completion tests (e.g., Anderson

et al., 1994; Bäuml & Aslan, 2004), recognition tests (e.g., Hicks & Starns,

2004; Spitzer & Bäuml, 2007), and independent probe tests (e.g., Anderson &

Spellman, 1995; Saunders & MacLeod, 2006). Consistent with the assumption

of the involvement of executive control processes, it could be shown that

retrieval-induced forgetting is attenuated by dual task performance during

the retrieval-practice phase (Roman, Soriano, Gomez-Ariza, & Bajo, 2009).

Stress (e.g., Koessler, Engler, Riether, & Kissler, 2009) or changes in mood

(e.g., Bäuml & Kuhbandner, 2007) during retrieval practice can also abrogate

the effect. Furthermore, neurocognitive findings provide first insights into how

interference during retrieval is reflected in the brain (Kuhl, Dudukovic, Kahn,

& Wagner, 2007; Staudigl, Hanslmayr, & Bäuml, 2010) and into how inhibition

modulates the neural activity observed at test (Wimber et al., 2008).

An alternative account attributes RIF to blocking of the relatively weaker,

unpracticed items caused by preferential recall of the relatively stronger,

practiced items at test (for this noninhibitory account of RIF, see Camp,

Pecher, & Schmidt, 2007; Jakab & Raaijmakers, 2009; Williams & Zacks,

2001). It has been found, however, that the strengthening of practiced items

during retrieval practice is not necessary for RIF to emerge: Even when
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retrieval is made impossible in this intermediate phase by providing implausible

retrieval cues, forgetting of related unpracticed items is observed (e.g., Storm,

Bjork, Bjork, & Nestojko, 2006; Storm & Nestojko, 2010). This finding further

adds to the evidence in favor of an inhibitory account, that does not predict a

dependency of RIF on retrieval success; rather, it suggests that any effort to

retrieve specific target memories irrespective of its success should be sufficient

to stimulate the inhibition of irrelevant and interfering material. A further

finding arguing against blocking as the origin of RIF is that no RIF emerges if a

noncompetitive restudy phase instead of a competitive retrieval-practice phase

follows upon encoding (Anderson, Bjork, & Bjork., 2000; Bäuml, 2002); i.e.,

RIF is a phenomenon specific to retrieval. While restudied items are enhanced

above control items similar to the enhancement of practiced items mediated by

retrieval practice, no forgetting of the related material emerges after restudy,

suggesting that RIF does not rely on the preferential recall of enhanced items at

test. Moreover, RIF is found to be present when recognition tests are applied

(e.g., Hicks & Starns, 2004; Spitzer & Bäuml, 2007); as, on such tests, all

items themselves are directly presented, blocking by comparatively stronger

items can not have caused the observed RIF effect.

The basic effects of partial retrieval practice have so far been replicated

many times. In addition, RIE and RIF have been observed for other types

of stimulus material than categorized word lists (e.g., more episodic material,

Ciranni & Shimamura, 1999; Macrae & MacLeod, 1999; Spitzer & Bäuml,

2009; or information socially shared in conversations, Coman, Manier, & Hirst,

2009; Cuc, Koppel, & Hirst, 2007) and have also been found in more applied

settings closer to daily life (e.g., in eyewitness reports, MacLeod, 2002; Shaw,

Bjork, & Handal, 1995; during the acquisition of a foreign language, Levy,

McVeigh, Marful, & Anderson, 2007; in person perception and stereotypes,

Dunn & Spellman, 2003). Moreover, the adaptive nature of forgetting due to

retrieval of a related target memory has been emphasized. For instance, RIF

has been reported to enable future learning (Storm, Bjork, & Bjork, 2008),

to be linked to a lower rate of everyday cognitive failures (Groome & Grant,

2005), and to reduce neural processing demands (Kuhl et al., 2007).
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Concerning the durability of RIF, inconsistent results have been reported.

The results from some previous studies suggest that RIF is a transient

phenomenon that diminishes as time between retrieval practice and final test

passes. For instance, MacLeod and Macrae (2001) reported no RIF effect

after a delay interval of 24 hours; while recall of practiced and control items

was reduced with delay, no such reduction was found for unpracticed items.

Similarly, across two experiments, Chan (2009) observed no RIF after a

delay of 24 hours; while recall of control items was reduced after the delay,

recall of unpracticed items was stable. For the practiced items results were

less unequivocal, as memory performance for this item type was reduced in

one experiment but not in the other. In contrast to this line of evidence,

results from other previous studies suggest that RIF can also be lasting.

Garcia-Bajos, Migueles, and Anderson (2009) showed that RIF was present

after a delay of one week (for similar results, see also Tandoh & Naka, 2007).

In addition, Garcia-Bajos et al. found that memory performance for all three

item types was reduced across the one-week delay (see also Chan, 2010, for the

possible role of delay after 24 hours). Thus, there is no consistency in the data

currently available. Whether RIF is a rather longlasting or a rather transient

phenomenon remains unclear, just as the question whether there are factors

that might modulate the effect’s durability.

Recently, Racsmany, Conway, and Demeter (2010) reported evidence

indicating that sleep might modulate RIF: Racsmany et al. (2010) found RIF

to be absent after a 12-hour wake interval, but to be present after a 12-hour

sleep interval, suggesting that sleep after retrieval practice may be important

for the persistency of RIF. In a second experiment, the authors also included

a short-delay control condition and provided data that numerically point to

a reduction of memory performance for control items, but not for practiced

and unpracticed items across 12 hours of wakefulness; in comparison, memory

performance for all three item types seems to have been stable across the

sleep interval. It should be noted, however, that Racsmany et al. (2010) did

not address the question whether delay affects item types differently and, as

a result, did also not report statistical analyses. Nevertheless, the presented
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pattern of results suggests that sleep may affect RIF through different effects

on practiced and unpracticed items versus control items.

Drawing firm conclusions on the role of sleep and wake delays for RIF

and the single item types from this prior work (Racsmany et al., 2010) might

be premature, however: Regular RIF after a short delay was not examined

(Exp. 1) or not evident (Exp. 2), which makes it difficult to evaluate the effect

of the wake delay on RIF. In addition, no appropriate control conditions of

circadian effects were included, which complicates the evaluation of a possible

sleep effect, because time of day may have additionally affected the results.

Finally, the prior work did not analyze the impact of delay on the single item

types, an analysis which could further elucidate when and why delay may be

a boundary condition for RIF.

In the following section, a fresh experiment will be reported that was run

to examine RIF for short and long delays, to analyze effects of wake and sleep

for both RIF and the single item types, and to control for circadian effects

at the same time. In order to go beyond a ‘simple’ replication of the finding

presented by Racsmany et al. (2010), an additional goal was to examine the

above issues in a purely episodic RIF task. Following prior work by Ciranni

and Shimamura (1999) and Spitzer and Bäuml (2009), perceptual instead of

semantic categories were used to examine how wake and sleep delays influence

RIF and the single item types, i.e., practiced, unpracticed and control items.

Method and outcomes of the experiment will be described in the following

section.

5.2 Experiment 3: Retrieval Practice Effects,

Sleep and Normal Forgetting

Here, the effects of wake delay on RIF were analyzed by comparing recall

performance between short-delay morning (20-min wake) and long-delay wake

groups (12-h wake). The effects of sleep delay on RIF were investigated
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by comparing recall performance of short-delay evening (20-min sleep) and

long-delay sleep groups (12-h sleep). Generally, intact and comparable RIF

and RIE in the two short-delay control conditions (20-min wake, 20-min sleep)

were expected. Following Racsmany et al. (2010), one would further expect

to find abrogated RIF after 12 hours of wakefulness, but intact RIF after 12

hours of sleep. If, on the one hand, the present experiment replicated findings

by Chan (2009, 2010) and the general pattern of results presented by Racsmany

et al. (2010), it could moreover be reasoned that a difference in the normal

(time-dependent) forgetting across sleep (20-min sleep, 12-h sleep) and wake

(20-min wake, 12-h wake) should be observed mainly for control items, and

less for practiced and unpracticed items. If, on the other hand, there was

no difference in forgetting of the single item types, as for example suggested

by Garcia-Bajos et al. (2009), the RIF effect might persist over time and be

present after both sleep and wake.

Method

Participants

Ninety-six undergraduates (M = 23.5; range 19-33 years) took part in

the experiment voluntarily and in return for financial reimbursement. All

participants completed a screening questionnaire and interview prior to

selection (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a). This approach was chosen to ensure

that no participant in the final sample suffered from any neurological,

psychiatric, or sleep disorders, or was under the influence of drugs or

medication affecting the central nervous system. All participants spoke German

as their native language, reported to have regular sleep-wake cycles, and were

compliant with the instructions provided by the investigators. Participants

were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental conditions and were

tested individually. There was no difference between groups with reference

to age, a rough estimate of intelligence (as assessed by speed of cognitive

processing; Oswald & Roth, 1987), and habitual sleep duration, all ps > .15.
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Material

Item material consisted of 24 semantically unrelated German nouns divided

into sets of eight items. Within sets, all items had unique initial letters. Each set

was equally often assigned to the font colors red, blue, and yellow, and served

equally often as practiced and unpracticed category. Each item was equally

often used as practiced and unpracticed word (see also Spitzer & Bäuml, 2009;

see Figure 5.1 for an illustration of the applied color categories and the different

item types). To control for possible time of day confounds, participants used the

Stanford Sleepiness Scale to indicate how activated they felt at the beginning

of each session (Hoddes et al., 1973).

Design

The experiment had a 2 x 2 x 3 mixed factorial design: condition (wake,

sleep) and delay (20-min delay, 12-h delay) were manipulated between

participants, and item type (practiced items, unpracticed items, control

items) was varied within participants. For each participant, the experiment

started at 9 a.m. or 9 p.m. Testing occurred either 20 min after the

retrieval-practice phase (20-min wake and 20-min sleep) or after an additional

12-h delay (12-h wake and 12-h sleep conditions). No participant in the 12-h

wake condition took a nap during the day, whereas all participants in the 12-h

sleep group slept regularly during the night (mean sleep duration: 7.6 hours;

range 6.0-9.3 hours); none of the participants consumed alcohol between the

two sessions.

Procedure

Study Phase. Initially, participants were instructed to memorize the 24 items

in their respective font colors. Items were presented for 5 sec each and appeared

centrally on a computer screen. They were shown individually, and in a

pseudorandomized order with no two items of the same color category following
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butter

cough

niece

wood

spider

pencil

cou__?

spi__?

cou__?

spi__?

20-min or
12-h Delay

s__?

n__?

w__?

b__?

p__?

c__?

Study Retrieval Practice Test

Practiced Item

Practiced Item

Unpracticed Item

Unpracticed Item

Control Item

Control Item

Figure 1

Practice

Figure 5.1: Depiction of the experimental procedure applied in Experiment 3.
Partial retrieval practice after initial study created three different item types (i.e.,
practiced and unpracticed items from practiced categories, and control items from
unpracticed categories). All initially studied items were tested on a final test that
was administered either 20 minutes or 12 hours after retrieval practice.

each other. Promptly following the first study cycle, a second study cycle was

conducted in exactly the same way.

Retrieval-Practice Phase. Immediately after study, participants were asked

to recall half of the words from two of the three color categories in two

successive retrieval cycles, providing the words’ font colors and unique word

stems as retrieval cues. Retrieval practice created three item types: Practiced

items from practiced categories, unpracticed items from practiced categories,

and control items from unpracticed categories. After retrieval practice, all

participants engaged in a distractor task for 20 min. In particular, all

participants were informed that all items, regardless of whether they had been

practiced in this phase or not, would be tested later.

Test Phase. For the two control groups (20-min wake, 20-min sleep), testing

occured immediately after the distractor task. The participants of the 12-h

wake and 12-h sleep groups left the laboratory and returned after 12 hours to

complete the experiment (see Figure 5.2 for an illustration of the experimental

conditions). At test, all originally studied words were tested; the words’ font

colors and unique first letters were provided as retrieval cues. The cues were

presented successively in a blocked, randomized manner: The sequence of

categories was randomly chosen, but all items of one color category were tested
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successively. Within practiced categories, practiced and unpracticed items were

blocked and it was randomly chosen which block was tested first. Participants

were asked to give their responses orally without any time constraint. The

investigators coded per key press whether the given answers were correct or

not, which prompted the next cue to appear on the screen.

9 A.M. 9 A.M.9 P.M.

Study Retrieval TestWAKE

Study Retrieval Test20-min Wake

12-h Wake

12-h Sleep

20-min Sleep

Study Retrieval TestSLEEP

Study Retrieval Test

Figure 5.2: Experimental conditions in Experiment 3. Half of the subjects started
the experiment at 9 a.m., while the other half started it at 9 p.m. Subjects were
either tested shortly after retrieval practice (20-min wake, 20-min sleep) or after an
additional 12-h delay (12-h wake, 12-h sleep).

Results

Prerequisites

Ratings of Alertness. Ratings on the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (Hoddes et al.,

1973) did not differ between the four groups in the first session, F (3, 92) = 1.44,

MSE = 0.57, p > .20. There was also no difference between the 12-h wake and

12-h sleep groups concerning their ratings of alertness in the second session,

i.e., after the 12-h delay, t(46) = 1.48, p = .15.

Retrieval Success. Mean recall success rate in the retrieval-practice phase

was 95.8 %, SD = 7.3, and it was unaffected by experimental group, F (3, 92) <

1.0. A comparison between the two groups that underwent retrieval practice

in the morning (20-min wake, 12-h wake) and the two groups that underwent
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retrieval practice in the evening (20-min sleep, 12-h sleep) also yielded no

significant difference, F (1, 94) < 1.0.

Circadian Effects. When comparing the 20-min wake and 20-min sleep

control groups, no circadian memory effects arose for any of the three item

types, ts(46) < 1.35, ps > .15.

Delay-Induced Forgetting and Sleep-Associated Consolidation

A 2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA with the factors of condition (sleep, wake), delay

(20-min delay, 12-h delay), and item type (practiced, unpracticed, or control

items) revealed significant main effects of delay, F (1, 92) = 7.36, MSE =

471.96, p < .01, and item type, F (1, 184) = 313.41, MSE = 63281.79,

p < .001, but no significant main effect of condition, F (1, 92) < 1.0. The

main effect of item type reflects the pattern of better recall for practiced

items than for control items, and of better recall for control items than for

unpracticed items (see below, for details); the main effect of delay reflects the

decrease in recall with delay. In addition, a significant interaction between the

three factors was found, F (2, 184) = 3.49, MSE = 201.92, p < .05, suggesting

that condition affected the role of delay for item type. No significant two-way

interactions emerged, all ps > .20 (see also Figure 5.3 for a plot of the results).

To further investigate the effect of sleep on delay-induced forgetting for

the three item types, two post-hoc 2 x 3 ANOVAs with the factors of delay

(20-min delay, 12-h delay) and item type (practiced, unpracticed, or control

items) were calculated, separately for the wake and sleep conditions. For the

wake conditions, significant main effects of item type, F (2, 92) = 144.26,

MSE = 211.26, p < .001, and delay, F (1, 46) = 7.61, MSE = 479.88,

p < .01, were found, as well as a significant interaction between the two factors,

F (2, 92) = 4.50, MSE = 211.26, p < .02. The interaction reflects the fact that

reliable delay-induced forgetting was present for control items (54.7 % correct

vs. 34.4 % correct), t(46) = 3.94, p < .001, but was absent for both practiced

items (85.4 % correct vs. 79.7 % correct) and unpracticed items (37.0 %
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Figure 5.3: Results of Experiment 3. Mean recall performance for the three item
types is plotted as a function of condition and delay (error bars represent standard
errors of the mean).

correct vs. 32.8 % correct), ts(46) < 1.41, ps > .15. For the sleep conditions,

a significant main effect of item type was found, F (2, 92) = 170.66, MSE =

192.58, p < .001, but there was no main effect of delay, F (1, 46) = 1.13,

MSE = 464.03, p > .25, and no significant interaction between the two factors,

F (2, 92) < 1.0. Consistently, for none of the three item types delay-induced

forgetting emerged, ts(46) < 1.65, ps > .10. Memory performance for practiced

items was stable across the sleep delay (87.0 % correct vs. 82.8 % correct),

just as for control items (47.4 % correct vs. 45.8 % correct), and unpracticed

items (36.5 % correct vs. 31.8 % correct).

Retrieval-Induced Enhancement and Retrieval-Induced Forgetting

Retrieval-induced enhancement (RIE) refers to better recall for practiced items

than control items. A 2 x 4 ANOVA with the factors of item type (practiced

or control items) and condition (20-min wake, 20-min sleep, 12-h wake,

12-h sleep) revealed significant main effects of item type, F (1, 92) = 341.64,

MSE = 201.72, p < .001, and condition, F (3, 92) = 4.43, MSE = 340.56,
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p < .01, and a marginal significant interaction between the two factors

F (3, 92) = 2.24, MSE = 201.72, p = .09. The main effect of item type

reflects RIE; the marginal interaction reflects the tendency for larger RIE in

the 12-h wake group than the other three groups, although RIE was present

in all four groups, ts(23) > 7.45, ps < .001.

RIF refers to inferior recall for unpracticed items compared to control items.

A 2 x 4 ANOVA with the factors of item type (control or unpracticed items)

and condition (20-min wake, 20-min sleep, 12-h wake, 12-h sleep) showed

a significant main effect of item type, F (1, 92) = 28.65, MSE = 205.26,

p < .001, a marginally significant main effect of condition, F (3, 92) = 2.53,

MSE = 507.71, p = .06, and a significant interaction between the two factors,

F (3, 92) = 2.80, MSE = 205.26, p < .05. The main effect of item type

reflects RIF; the interaction reflects the tendency for reduced RIF in the 12-h

wake group. Indeed, post-hoc analyses showed that RIF was absent in the

12-hour wake group, p > .70, but was present in the three remaining groups,

ts(23) > 2.64, ps < .02.

Discussion

The results show that RIF is present after a short delay, but eliminated after

12 hours of wakefulness: Memory performance for control items was found

to be reduced, but was maintained for practiced and unpracticed items across

the wake delay. Additionally, the data provide evidence that RIF is maintained

after a 12-hour interval filled with sleep: Memory performance for all item types

was stable across the sleep delay. As the described effects are not attributable

to circadian effects, the pattern of results indicates that wake but not sleep

delay can reduce or eliminate RIF. Furthermore, the results suggest that

sleep modulates RIF by differently affecting control items, because the normal

(time-dependent) forgetting of control items differed between sleep and wake

delays whereas it did not differ for practiced and unpracticed items.

Prior work on the role of delay on RIF was inconsistent in the critical
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conclusion whether RIF was present or absent after longer delay intervals. The

present results agree with the finding of no RIF after 12 hours of wakefulness

that was reported by Racsmany et al. (2010). Other previous studies, however,

examined longer delay intervals and did not differentiate between the sequence

of sleep and wake upon retrieval practice. Nevertheless, the present pattern

of results observed after 12 hours of wakefulness is consistent with previous

reports of abrogated RIF after delays of 24 hours (Chan, 2010; MacLeod &

Macrae, 2001). In contrast, the results somewhat differ from previous reports

of intact RIF after a delay of one week (Garcia-Bajos et al., 2009; Tandoh &

Naka, 2007).

While the present data apparently cannot resolve the inconsistency in

results between the two conflicting lines of previous studies, they help

identifying a first factor that can modulate the effect of delay on RIF, i.e.,

sleep. The finding that RIF is present after a delay interval filled with sleep, but

not after a delay interval filled with wake, and the finding that the difference

in results is mainly driven by a consolidating effect of sleep on the control

items is basically consistent with the prior work by Racsmany et al. (2010).

However, the finding goes beyond this prior work by showing RIF also for short

delays, by controlling for circadian effects, and by analyzing effects of sleep for

the single item types. Also, it generalizes the prior work by demonstrating the

effects of sleep in a purely episodic RIF task.

In any case, a recommendation for future RIF studies can be derived from

the present data. In typical experiments that investigate memory performance

after delays, some subjects are tested in the morning while others are tested

in the evening. Among those subjects tested in the evening, some may have

worked hard during the whole day whereas others may have liked to enjoy a nap

somewhen in the afternoon, etc. While the present results suggest that time

of day per se does not affect RIF and does not affect performance differently

for the three item types, they indicate that, across a longer delay, it can make

a difference whether sleep closely follows upon encoding and retrieval practice

or not. If sleep follows after retrieval practice, it is more likely that RIF will
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be observed on a later test than if a longer wake-delay interval follows instead.

Thus, sleep should be controlled for in future RIF experiments examining the

impact of delay in order to get ‘pure’ measures of the effects of delay on RIF.

More consistent research is needed to provide a reliable answer to the question

whether the RIF effect is transient or persistent over prolonged delays.

The present study examined effects of retrieval practice under ‘standard’

conditions, for which retrieval practice has usually been found to cause

forgetting. However, as mentioned above, there are boundary conditions for

RIF, as for instance mood (Bäuml & Kuhbandner, 2007) or stress (e.g.,

Koessler et al., 2009). Also, no RIF has been reported for interconnected

material after short delays (e.g., Anderson & McCulloch, 1999; Bäuml &

Hartinger, 2002), while even the opposite effect of retrieval-induced facilitation

was observed for such material after longer delays (e.g., Chan, McDermott, &

Roediger, 2006; Chan, 2009). Interestingly, however, similar effects of delay on

the single item types were reported for low- and high-integration conditions

(see Chan, 2009). Therefore, the question arises whether the effects of sleep

found in the present and prior work generalize from low- to high-integration

conditions, or if sleep affects the two types of materials differently. As the

degree of integration was not manipulated in this study, future work is required

to address the issue.

Ultimately, the data may not only bear interesting features for research

on RIF, but also for research on sleep-associated memory consolidation.

Prior work has shown that sleep does not influence all types of memories

equally (see also Diekelmann & Born, 2010). For instance, sleep-related

benefits were found to be bound to the strength or accessibility of memories

(e.g., Drosopoulos et al., 2007), their emotional tone (e.g., Payne, Stickgold,

Swanberg, & Kensinger, 2008), or their relevance for the future (e.g., Wilhelm

et al, 2011). The present experiment suggests a further condition that could

restrict sleep-associated memory consolidation, namely the previous testing of

memorized material (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011). The finding that both

practiced and unpracticed items show no time-dependent forgetting suggests
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effects of retrieval practice that go beyond influences on the practiced and

unpracticed items’ memory strength. Indeed, normal forgetting is typically

largely unaffected by item strength (e.g., Slamecka & McElree, 1983).

Therefore, normal forgetting should not only have been present for the

control items but should have been present for the (stronger) practiced and

the (weaker) unpracticed items as well. Rather, the finding supports recent

literature on the testing effect, which reports reduced forgetting of memories

after retrieval, both of the retrieved material itself and of related nonretrieved

items (e.g., Chan, 2009; Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). It indicates that

sleep-associated consolidation may be present mainly for not-yet-retrieved

items, and may be reduced after retrieval practice.

Why exactly testing protects the practiced and related unpracticed items

against forgetting is an interesting issue. One possibility could be that retrieval

triggers consolidation processes (e.g., Spear & Müller, 1984), for instance

by directly reactivating practiced materials (e.g., Carr et al., 2011) and by

incidentally reactivating related and interfering, but unpracticed materials at

the same time (e.g., Kuhl et al., 2007; Staudigl et al., 2010). As outlined before,

other proposals to explain the benefits related to retrieval have previously been

made, as for instance the proposal that retrieval could mediate more effective

cues (e.g., Pyc & Rawson, 2010), or that there might be a link between retrieval

and processes of reconsolidation (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011; for another

proposal, see also Kornell, Bjork, & Garcia, 2011). More research is needed

to elucidate what underlies the mnemonic benefits of retrieval and to shed

further light on the question whether (and if so, how) prior retrieval may

indeed modulate subsequent sleep-associated memory consolidation. In sum,

the results presented here demonstrate that both sleep and retrieval can render

memories less susceptible to delay-induced forgetting. The retrieval-associated

effect occured for practiced material and generalized to related unpracticed

items, whereas the sleep-associated effect was evident only for not-yet-retrieved

material unrelated to practiced material.
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5.3 Conclusions

Experiment 3 was carried out to test whether delay may constitute a boundary

condition for RIF, and whether sleep modulates the role of delay. The results

replicated a previous finding (Racsmany et al., 2010) by showing that intact

RIF is found after sleep, but not after wake; thus, whether delay is a boundary

condition for RIF seems to depend on whether sleep or wake follow upon

retrieval practice. In addition, the results replicated other previous findings

by showing that retrieval reduced the time-dependent forgetting of retrieved

memories (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011), and further generalized this finding

by showing that also related but unpracticed material was stabilized (see also

Chan, 2009, 2010). Moreover, it was shown that retrieved and related items

in comparison to control items did not experience any further gains due to

sleep-associated memory consolidation, possibly because the items had already

been stabilized as a consequence of retrieval.

Notably, this ostensive influence of prior retrieval practice on later

sleep-associated memory consolidation also modified sleep’s influence on

forgetting. While, in the first part of this thesis, it was shown across three

experiments and across two different paradigms that sleep can counteract

experimentally induced forms of forgetting by preferentially stabilizing

memory contents that are initially harder to access, a different pattern was

observed in Experiment 3. As retrieval practice had presumably already

stabilized the unpracticed, related items, no additional (and thus, preferential)

sleep-associated benefit could emerge. Because control items, in contrast,

did benefit from sleep, RIF was maintained after sleep, but not after wake.

Thus, by influencing subsequent processes of sleep-associated consolidation,

retrieval-associated stabilization may also be decisive for the question whether

experimentally induced forms of forgetting are evident in the long-term or not.

However, the idea that retrieval could be related to a stabilization of

memory contents can be tested in one more way. Indeed, consolidation is

assumed to be evident not only in reduced time-dependent forgetting, but
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also in reduced susceptibility to interference (e.g., Stickgold, 2005). For

instance, sleep-dependent consolidation has been shown to make memories

less susceptible to retroactive interference (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a). Whether

retrieval protects from the detrimental effects of retroactive interference as well

remains to be investigated. The following chapter will deal with this question.



Chapter 6

Retrieval Practice Effects and

Interference

As pointed out in one of the previous chapters, interference theory attributes a

great deal of daily phenomena of forgetting to the fact that interfering material

is encoded previously or subsequently to the encoding of later to-be-retrieved

target information (e.g., Wixted, 2004). Notably, there are parallels between

time and interference: Both have been discussed to cause forgetting and to be

somewhat interrelated (e.g., Jonides et al., 2008); moreover, both have been

employed as a means to probe memories and to assess whether they have

been stabilized or not. It is argued that stabilized or consolidated memories

should be somewhat protected from the detrimental effects of both time

and interference, whereas unstabilized memories should suffer from regular

time-dependent or interference-induced impairment (see also Dudai, 2004).

In the previous chapter, data were presented showing that retrieval protects

both retrieved and related material from time-dependent forgetting. The

following sections will report details and outcomes of two experiments that

were conducted in order to test, whether retrieval in comparison to another

kind of reprocessing stabilizes memories and makes them less susceptible

to retroactive interference. If this were the case, the finding would mirror

results obtained for sleep in comparison to wake intervals (Ellenbogen et al.,

91
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2006a) and further strengthen the idea, that awake memory retrieval could be

associated with consolidation.

6.1 Experiment 4a: Interference after

Retrieval Practice

Again applying the retrieval-practice paradigm, this experiment was aimed

at examining whether partial retrieval practice protects both practiced

and related unpractied items from retroactive interference. If practiced

and unpracticed items were indeed stabilized through retrieval-associated

processes, memory performance for these items should be significantly less

impaired by an interference manipulation than memory performance for

control items that were not retrieved or reactivated and, as a consequence,

not stabilized.

Effects of interference on the different item types were studied by

conducting two highly similar experimental blocks: Subjects underwent

one standard block of retrieval-induced forgetting and one block in which

retroactive interference was additionally elicited between retrieval practice and

final test. Impairment due to interference was assessed by comparing memory

performance for the item types across the two experimental blocks.

Method

Participants

32 healthy and drug-free students participated in the experiment, either for

partial course credit or a small financial reimbursement. Mean age was 22.3

years (range 19-28 years). All participants spoke German as their native

language.
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Material

Item material was taken from the two category norms provided by Van

Overschelde et al. (2004) and Scheithe and Bäuml (1995). Two item sets were

created that consisted of twelve exemplars of six semantic categories each.

The twelve exemplars were further divided into six target items and six lures.

Target items were used for the standard conduction of the retrieval-practice

paradigm; lures were presented for additional study between retrieval practice

and test to induce interference in one of the two experimental blocks. Within

categories, all items possessed unique initial letters. The two item sets were

equally often assigned to blocks with and without interference, respectively.

Design

The experiment had a 3 x 2 design. The two factors of item type

(practiced items, unpracticed items, control items) and interference (with

interference, without interference) were both manipulated within subjects.

Each participant successively underwent two highly similar experimental

blocks. Retrieval practice always followed upon initial study, creating the three

item types (practiced items, unpracticed items, control items). However, before

a final test of all items was administered, subjects either studied additional

items from the same semantic categories (experimental block with interference)

or engaged in a distractor task for the same duration (experimental block

without interference). The sequence of blocks with and without interference

was balanced across subjects. Between the two blocks, subjects were given a

short break of about 5 minutes (see Figure 6.1 for an illustration of the two

experimental blocks).

Procedure

Study Phase. During each of the two experimental blocks, 36 items belonging

to six different semantic categories were studied. Initially, participants were
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Figure 6.1: Depiction of the two experimental blocks applied in Experiment 4a.
Each Subject absolved both experimental blocks; sequence of blocks was balanced
across subjects.

instructed to memorize the following items in relation to their categories. Items

then appeared together with their respective categories centrally on a computer

screen and were presented for 3 sec each. They were shown individually and in

a pseudorandomized order with no two items of the same category following

each other.

Retrieval-Practice Phase. Immediately after study, participants were asked

to recall half of the words from four of the six semantic categories in two

successive retrieval cycles. The words’ categories and unique word stems were

provided as retrieval cues. Subjects had 8 sec to recall the respective items and

to write down their answers. Thus, retrieval practice created three item types:

Practiced items from practiced categories, unpracticed items from practiced

categories, and control items from unpracticed categories.

Interference Phase. In the experimental block with interference, subjects

studied 36 additional items after retrieval practice that belonged to the same

six semantic categories encoded during the initial study phase. Subjects were

asked to additionally memorize as many of the following items as possible.

Again, items and their respective categories were presented for 3 sec each

and in a pseudorandomized manner with the single restriction that no two

items of the same category followed each other. Right before and after the
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interference manipulation, subjects counted backwards in steps of three for 30

sec to control for working memory effects. All in all, the interference phase

took three minutes. In the experimental block without interference, subjects

instead solved simple arithmetic problems between retrieval practice and test

for three minutes to rule out time as a confounding variable.

Test Phase. For each of the experimental blocks, testing occurred

immediately after either the interference phase or the long distractor task

had been absolved. The words’ semantic categories and unique first letters

were provided as retrieval cues and were presented successively in a blocked,

randomized manner for 8 sec each centrally on a computer screen: The sequence

of categories was randomly chosen, but all items of one category were tested

successively. Within practiced categories, practiced and unpracticed items were

blocked and it was randomly chosen which block was tested first. Subjects

had 8 sec to recall each item and were asked to write down their respective

answers. After 8 sec, the next retrieval cue appeared on the screen. In the

experimental block with interference, all initially studied items were tested

first; the additionally encoded items were tested second. After the final test

phase, all subjects were debriefed and thanked for their participation.

Results

Prerequisites

Retrieval Success. Mean recall success rate in the retrieval-practice phase was

90.8 % (SD = 7.8) in the experimental block without interference and 90.9

% (SD = 8.2) in the experimental block with interference. There was no

difference between the two blocks, t(31) = 0.10, p > .91.

Interference Manipulation. Mean recall of the additionally encoded items

in the experimental block with interference was 62.8 % (SD = 13.3).
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Effects of Interference on the Different Item Types

A 3 x 2 ANOVA with the factors of item type (practiced, unpracticed, or

control items) and interference (with interference, without interference)

revealed significant main effects of item type, F (2, 62) = 60.37, MSE =

197.74, p < .001, and interference, F (1, 31) = 12.77, MSE = 167.93,

p < .01. The main effect of item type reflects the pattern of better recall

for practiced items than for control items, and of better recall for control

items than for unpracticed items (see below, for details); the main effect of

interference reflects a decrease in recall in the experimental block with

interference. In addition, a significant interaction between the two factors

was found, F (2, 62) = 4.52, MSE = 177.58, p < .02, suggesting that

interference affected the three item types differently (see Figure 6.2 for

a plot of the results).

To further investigate the effect of interference on items from practiced

and unpracticed categories, two separate post-hoc 2 x 2 ANOVAs with the

factors of interference (with interference, without interference) and item

type (practiced, control items; or control items, unpracticed items) were

calculated. For practiced and control items, significant main effects of item

type, F (1, 31) = 103.24, MSE = 164.64, p < .001, and interference,

F (1, 31) = 22.13, MSE = 103.61, p < .001, were found, as well as a significant

interaction between the two factors, F (1, 31) = 9.30, MSE = 139.99, p < .01.

The interaction indicates that RIE was more pronounced in the block with

interference than in the block without interference, although it was present in

both blocks, ts(31) > 5.80, ps < .001. This conclusion is further supported

by the fact that recall of control items was impaired by the interference

manipulation (69.0 % correct vs. 54.2 % correct), t(31) = 4.62, p < .001,

while recall of practiced items was not (85.7 % correct vs. 83.6 % correct),

t(31) = 0.94, p > .35.

For control and unpracticed items, a significant main effect of

interference, F (1, 31) = 12.07, MSE = 103.61, p < .01, as well as a

significant interaction between the two factors was found, F (1, 31) = 4.76,
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Figure 6.2: Results of Experiment 4a. Mean recall performance is shown for the
three item types in the two experimental blocks. Error bars represent standard
errors of the mean.

MSE = 1098.34, p < .04, while the main effect of item type was not

significant, F (1, 31) < 1.0. The interaction suggests that RIF was more

pronounced in one of the two blocks; indeed, a difference in recall between

control and unpracticed items was present in the block without interference,

t(31) = 3.04, p < .001, but not in the block with interference, t(31) = 0.92,

p > .35. This difference in RIF arises due to the fact that recall of control

items was impaired by additional learning (69.0 % correct vs. 54.2 % correct),

t(31) = 4.62, p < .001, whereas recall of unpracticed items was not (62.0 %

correct vs. 58.9 % correct), t(31) = 0.75, p > .45.

Discussion

In the previous chapter, the outcomes of an experiment were reported, showing

that retrieval practice protects from time-dependent forgetting. The results

displayed here extend this finding by showing that retrieval practice also
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shelters memories from interference-induced forgetting. Memory performance

for both practiced and related unpracticed items showed no impairment

due to retroactive interference. In contrast, memory performance for control

items that did not appear during the retrieval-practice phase, and that were

consequently not subject to any stabilization, showed pronounced impairment

due to retroactive interference. As stated earlier, memory consolidation

is assumed to manifest itself in less time-dependent forgetting and less

susceptibility to interference (e.g., Stickgold, 2005; Wixted, 2004). If these are

regarded as the measures by which the presence or absence of consolidation

can be assessed, the results presented here suggest that retrieval practice

consolidates practiced and unpracticed items, while control items remain

unaffected.

Recently, Halamish and Bjork (2011) examined the impact of test difficulty

on occurrence and shape of the testing effect. In a paired-associate task,

subjects were asked to read through a second list of interfering paired

associates, after they had either restudied a first list of paired associates several

times, or after they had repeatedly been tested on this first list. In parallel

to the results presented here, it was reported that memory performance was

less impaired by interference in the testing condition compared to the restudy

condition; however, the authors underlined that retroactive interference did

impair performance in the testing condition as well, and concluded that testing

provided only a relative protection from interference. As Halamish and Bjork

(2011) set out to manipulate difficulty at test by introducing interference,

their design did not include related, but unpracticed material. Based on the

retrieval-practice paradigm, the current data extend the finding that directly

retrieved material is less susceptible to interference by indicating that retrieval

also protects related, unpracticed material from the detrimental effects of

interference.

A point of critique frequently expressed when the retrieval-practice

paradigm is applied is that observed effects do not necessarily have to be

caused by retrieval, but could also be due to enhanced processing time. While
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practiced items are reprocessed during the retrieval practice phase, control

items are not. This circumstance, it is argued, leaves room for the suspicion

that a restudy instead of a retrieval practice phase could entail the same effects

because it provides the same possibility to further process the contents. To be

able to invalidate this objection, an additional data collection is necessary that

clarifies, whether restudy instead of retrieval practice also protects from the

detrimental effects of retroactive interference. The corresponding data will be

presented in the following section.

6.2 Experiment 4b: Interference after

Restudy

The design of Experiment 4b was similar to that of Experiment 4a. Again,

subjects consecutively underwent two experimental blocks; yet, instead of

a retrieval-practice phase, a partial restudy phase was placed after initial

encoding. In parallel to Experiment 4a, retroactive interference was elicited

prior to a final memory test in only one of the two blocks. Impairment due

to interference was again assessed by comparing memory performance for

restudied items as well as for items related and unrelated to these restudied

items across the two experimental blocks.

By including this restudy manipulation it should additionally be probed

whether retrieval or basic reprocessing in general caused the protection from

interference that was observed in Experiment 4a. If mere reprocessing entailed

the same protective effect as retrieval, restudied items (and possibly also

related, but not restudied items) should show no or less impairment due

to interference in comparison to control items. If, however, the protective

effect was specific to retrieval, restudy should not provide any shelter from

the detrimental effects of interference in this experiment. Interference effects

should then be evident for all three item types.
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Method

Participants

As in the previous experiment, 32 healthy and drug-free students participated

either for partial course credit or a small financial reimbursement. Mean age

was 22.5 years (range 19-33 years). All participants spoke German as their

native language.

Material

Item material was selected in the same way as for Experiment 4a. The two

item sets, each consisting of twelve exemplars of six semantic categories, were

used across two experimental blocks that only differed in whether interference

was induced before the final test or not.

Design

The experiment had a 3 x 2 design. The two factors of item type (relearned

items, related items, control items) and interference (with interference,

without interference) were both manipulated within subjects. Each participant

successively underwent two highly similar experimental blocks. After initial

study, a relearning phase created three different item types (restudied items,

related items, control items). However, before a final test of all items was

administered, subjects either studied additional items from the same semantic

categories (experimental block with interference) or engaged in a distractor

task for the same duration (experimental block without interference). The

sequence of blocks with and without interference was balanced across subjects.

Between the two blocks, subjects were given a short break of about 5 minutes.
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Procedure

Study Phase. During each of the two experimental blocks, 36 items belonging

to six different semantic categories were studied. Initially, participants were

instructed to memorize the following items in relation to their categories. Items

then appeared together with their respective categories centrally on a computer

screen and were presented for 3 sec each. They were shown individually and in

a pseudorandomized order with no two items of the same category following

each other.

Restudy Phase. Immediately after study, participants were asked to restudy

half of the words from four of the six semantic categories in an additional

intensive study phase. Items together with their respective categories were

presented for 8 sec each and on two consecutive relearning cycles. Subjects

were told to focus on the presented items and to make use of this additional

study opportunity. Thus, in parallel to the retrieval-practice paradigm, this

partial restudy created three item types: Restudied items that were relearned

themselves; related items that belonged to the same semantic categories as

restudied items, but that were not reprocessed themselves; and unrelated

control items from other categories that did not appear in the restudy phase

at all.

Interference Phase. In the experimental block with interference, subjects

encoded 36 additional items after the restudy phase that belonged to the same

six semantic categories encoded during the initial study phase. Subjects were

asked to additionally memorize as many of the following items as possible.

Again, items and their respective categories were presented for 3 sec each and

in a pseudorandomized order with the single restriction that no two items of

the same category followed each other. Right before and after the interference

manipulation, subjects had to count backwards in steps of three for 30 sec to

control for working memory effects. All in all, the interference phase took three

minutes. In the experimental block without interference, subjects had to solve

simple arithmetic problems for three minutes instead, to rule out time as a

confounding variable.
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Test Phase. For each of the experimental blocks, testing occurred

immediately after either the interference phase or the long distractor task

had been absolved. The words’ semantic categories and unique first letters

were provided as retrieval cues. In parallel to Experiment 4a, the cues were

presented successively in a blocked, randomized manner for 8 sec each centrally

on a computer screen: The sequence of categories was randomly chosen, but

all items of one category were tested successively. Within restudied categories,

relearned and related items were blocked, and it was randomly chosen which

block was tested first. Subjects had 8 sec to recall each item, and were asked to

write down their respective answers. After 8 sec, the next retrieval cue appeared

on the screen. In the experimental block with interference, all initially studied

items were tested first; the additionally encoded items were tested second.

After the final test phase, all subjects were debriefed and thanked for their

participation.

Results

Interference Manipulation

Mean recall of the additionally encoded items in the experimental block with

interference was 63.4 % (SD = 15.0).

Effects of Interference on the Different Item Types

A 3 x 2 ANOVA with the factors of item type (restudied, related, control

items) and interference (with interference, without interference) revealed

significant main effects of item type, F (2, 62) = 56.26, MSE = 227.35,

p < .001, and interference, F (1, 31) = 20.64, MSE = 204.40, p < .01. The

main effect of item type reflects the pattern of better recall for restudied

items than for related as well as for control items (see below, for details); the

main effect of interference reflects a decrease in recall in the experimental

block with interference. Critically, no significant interaction between the two
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factors was found, F (2, 62) < 1.0, suggesting that interference did not

affect the three item types differently (see Figure 6.3 for a plot of the results).

To further investigate the proposal that interference impaired recall

irrespective of whether the items themselves or their categories had been

restudied, two separate post-hoc 2 x 2 ANOVAs with the factors of

interference (with interference, without interference) and item type

(restudied, control items; or control items, related items) were calculated. For

restudied and control items, significant main effects of item type, F (1, 31) =

88.06, MSE = 251.41, p < .001, and interference, F (1, 31) = 19.79,

MSE = 166.82, p < .001, arose. However, no significant interaction between

the two factors was found, F (1, 31) < 1.0. Enhancement due to restudy

was present in both experimental blocks, ts(31) > 6.95, ps < .001. Memory

performance for both item types was equally impaired by the interference

manipulation, ts(31) ≥ 3.00, ps < .01, with recall of restudied items decreasing

from 91.9 % correct to 84.1 % correct, and recall of control items sinking from

68.0 % correct to 55.5 % correct.

For control and related items, a significant main effect of interference,

F (1, 31) = 12.76, MSE = 258.66, p = .001, was found, while the main effect

of item type, F (1, 31) = 1.97, MSE = 282.29, p > .15, as well as the

interaction between the two factors, F (1, 31) < 1.0, did not reach significance.

No forgetting due to restudy of related items was present in any of the two

experimental blocks, ts(31) ≤ 1.40, ps ≥ .17. Again, recall of both item types

was impaired by the interference manipulation, ts(31) > 2.00, ps ≤ .05; recall

of control items decreased from 68.0 % correct to 55.5 % correct, and recall of

related items decreased from 69.8 % correct to 62.0 % correct.

Discussion

As outlined above, an objection concerning Experiment 4a could be raised. It

could be argued, that the protection from interference observed in this data set

was not caused by retrieval-associated reactivation and stabilization, but rather
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Figure 6.3: Results of Experiment 4b. Mean recall performance is shown for the three
item types in the two experimental blocks. Error bars represent standard errors of
the mean.

by mere reprocessing of the material. Yet, the results of Experiment 4b do not

support this view. Memory reprocessing, when induced by additional restudy

opportunities, did not yield any protection from retroactive interference.

Memory performance for restudied as well as for related items was impaired by

retroactive interference approximately to the same degree as for control items

that did not experience any kind of reprocessing after initial study.

Therefore, as no evidence for a protective effect of restudy (and, thus, of

mere reprocessing) was obtained, the results speak in favor of the hypothesis

that retrieval stabilizes and protects memories. Of course, retrieval-induced

reactivation can also be understood as a case of reprocessing; however, it

appears to be a special case, because it seems to entail more powerful and

pronounced effects than other types of reprocessing (e.g., restudy). This notion

is well in line with findings on the testing effect (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011),

showing that retrieval provides mnemonic benefits superior to those mediated

by restudy. While most studies on the testing effect converge on the finding
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that retrieval is more beneficial than restudy after prolonged delays, the present

results indicate that this benefit may already be detectable at an earlier stage.

The results are also consistent with findings on retrieval-induced forgetting

(e.g., Anderson et al., 2000; Staudigl et al., 2010), showing that retrieval

provokes consequences quite different from those of restudy. In particular, the

results are well in line with data provided by Halamish and Bjork (2011),

who found less interference-induced impairment for a testing condition in

comparison to a restudy condition.

6.3 Conclusions

The last two experiments showed that retrieval practice in particular, and

not reprocessing in general, stabilizes memories and leaves them less prone

to retroactive interference. Notably, this retrieval-associated benefit was not

only evident for the retrieved material itself, but generalized to related, but

nonretrieved material that was protected as well. All in all, this pattern

resembles the data of Experiment 3, where it was shown that retrieval

shields both the retrieved and related, but nonretrieved memories from

time-dependent forgetting. Three different perspectives arise on the just

presented findings and shall be described in the following.

One view arises when one considers that the retrieval-practice paradigm,

which was used in these last three experiments, has previously brought

forth a considerable amount of research (for reviews, see Anderson, 2003;

Bäuml, 2008). The majority of these studies focused on the detrimental

effects mediated by partial retrieval, thereby documenting the potentially

negative side of retrieval practice (e.g., Macrae & MacLeod, 1999). It was

demonstrated that such retrieval-induced forgetting can be of relevance in

daily-life situations; for instance, Coman et al. (2009) showed that the social

sharing of information in conversations can change the memories of both

speakers and listeners by mediating forgetting of about the same information,

thereby potentially impacting upon the contents of collective memory. Another
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example was brought forward by Dunn and Spellman (2003), who showed that

the detrimental effects of retrieval practice may also be important in person

perception; concentrating on stereotype-relevant traits can result in inhibition

of specific individual aspects of a person’s identity and vice versa, thereby

leading to an altered perception of the respective person. All in all, most of the

research applying the retrieval-practice paradigm has emphasized how partial

retrieval can incidentally influence important aspects of our lives; not so much

because the retrieved information is strengthened, but rather because related,

nonretrieved information is weakened.

The data presented here suggest a different view, because a rather

unexpected advantage seems to come with the detrimental impact of

partial retrieval practice. Although the regular pattern of retrieval-induced

enhancement and retrieval-induced forgetting was observed in the baseline

conditions of Experiment 3 and Experiment 4a, both the directly retrieved

and the related, but nonretrieved material were found to be shielded from

further impairment due to time-dependent forgetting and interference in the

experimental conditions. The standard perspective would be to regard the

inhibited, unpracticed material as weakened; the findings presented here partly

contradict this view by showing that such initially weakened material does not

remain in a disrupted and fragile state, but is, as a consequence of partial

retrieval practice, less susceptible to further detrimental influences than control

material. As a consequence, the critical difference between control material and

unpracticed material was abrogated after both a regular 12-h (wake) delay and

after additional encoding of similar, interfering information. Ultimately, this

finding suggests that the negative effects of retrieval practice may be at their

greatest shortly after retrieval practice, but that they may very likely disappear

with time and interfering experiences.

One situation that may be suitable to illustrate the importance of such

a finding is the questioning of eyewitnesses after an accident or a criminal

act has taken place. As previously shown by MacLeod (2002), the partial

retrieval of specific information due to fragmentary or unbalanced questioning
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right after the witnessing of an event may result in forgetting of related facts

that could be important for an appropriate assessment of the events, too. It

was argued that incomplete questioning can entail consequences far worse for

memory than if no questioning takes place at all. The results presented here

suggest that this conclusion may be wrong. Even if, right after an incomplete

questioning, specific information related to the actually retrieved material is

less well remembered than if no information has been retrieved at all, it is

very likely that this critical difference will diminish with time, because the

material will show time-dependent forgetting when no retrieval has taken

place, but should show no such forgetting when at least partial retrieval

was encouraged. Thus, although effects of partial retrieval practice entail

long-term consequences, the importance of retrieval-induced forgetting after

longer delays may be overrated because the effect seems to diminish both with

time and with the encoding of similar, interfering information. Nevertheless,

the data presented here strengthen the proposal by Geiselman et al. (1984) who

claimed that all information related to an eyewitness event should be retrieved

as soon as possible. On the one hand this approach may avoid immediate

retrieval-induced forgetting (e.g., Shaw et al., 1995), but more importantly its

effectiveness may be based on the fact that the retrieved information itself

is not only stabilized but also enhanced. From this perspective, the cognitive

interview (e.g., Geiselman, Fisher, MacKinnon, & Holland, 1985), in which

witnesses are encouraged to repeatedly recall all information related to an

incident both from different perspectives and in various orders, seems to be a

reasonable approach (at least as long as no misinformation is encountered; see

Thomas et al., 2010).

A different view on the findings presented here arises when one takes

the available literature on memory consolidation into consideration. As

stated before, memory consolidation is assumed to become evident in less

time-dependent forgetting and less susceptibility to retroactive interference

(e.g., Wixted, 2004). Together, the present data provide evidence for the claim

that memory retrieval may be related to memory consolidation, because they

show that retrieval shields memories from both time-dependent forgetting and
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retroactive interference. The proposal is that active retrieval consolidates and

stabilizes memories, thereby rendering them less susceptible to subsequent

degradation and forgetting. Previously, similar evidence has been accumulated

for sleep, reporting reduced normal forgetting and less susecptibility to

interference after sleep compared to wakefulness (Ellenbogen et al., 2006a;

Talamini et al., 2008). Thus, both sleep and retrieval seem to be associated

with memory consolidation.

Another possible perspective on the present data is based on literature

on the so-called testing effect (for a review, see Roediger & Butler, 2011).

Retrieval from memory has previously been linked to less time-dependent

forgetting and is, especially after longer delays, assumed to provide more

distinct mnemonic benefits than mere restudy. The present results have several

important implications for research on the testing effect. In comparison to

previous research (e.g., Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b), here, the mnemonic

advantage associated with retrieval became evident after a rather short delay

interval of 12 hours as well as immediately after the induction of retroactive

interference. As retrieval practice did only comprise two repetitions and, based

on success rates, does not seem to have been difficult for the subjects, these

findings are rather surprising. In contrast to previous conclusions (e.g., Pyc

& Rawson, 2009) they suggest that also comparatively easy retrieval practice

can entail benefits that are detectable after only a short delay and by means of

probing the items’ interference susceptibility. Moreover, the benefits of retrieval

were shown to extend also to material related to the retrieved memories, which

may offer further possibilities to investigate effects of testing. Ultimately, the

results suggest that memory consolidation may lie at the heart of the testing

effect. Of course this is just a proposal (for different accounts on the effects

of retrieval, see for instance Kornell et al., 2011; Lasry et al., 2008; Pyc &

Rawson, 2010); however, the proposal provides a plausible framework and

testable hypotheses that may spark new research on the topic.

Although the data suggest an interesting parallel between sleep and

retrieval, they do not indicate that effects of sleep and retrieval rely on the same
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mechanisms or entail the same consequences. For instance, sleep-associated

reactivation is supposed to work more efficiently because the involved areas

in the brain are not simultaneously occupied with perception (e.g., Born et

al., 2006; Diekelmann, et al., 2009). Retrieval, on the other hand, seems to

reactivate brain areas associated with encoding as well (e.g., Carr et al., 2011;

Danker & Anderson, 2010; Eldrigde, Knowlton, Furmanski, Bookheimer, &

Engel, 2000; Karlsson & Frank, 2009), but does so while perceptual input

is still received. Another point of interest could be that sleep-associated

reactivation is assumed to be related to a hippocampal-neocortical dialogue,

which ensures the transfer of memories to sites of long-term storage (e.g.,

Born & Wilhelm, in press). That such a dialogue should also be initiated

through retrieval-associated reactivation seems rather unlikely; not just

because perceptual input needs to be continuously encoded during wakefulness,

but also because specific sleep-related parameters have been identified in the

past that may be involved in the coordination of the replay (e.g., Fogel &

Smith, 2011). The reactivation of original memories during memory retrieval

is only one proposal that may or may not be able to explain the mnemonic

benefits related to retrieval (for further ideas, see Roediger & Butler, 2011).

Future experiments should try to differentiate between the two types of

reactivation (i.e., sleep-associated and retrieval-associated reactivation), and

attempt to figure out what precisely it is that makes retrieval potent enough

to leave its lasting traces irrespective of ongoing perceptual encoding.

Apparently, many questions remain unanswered or are initially raised by

the present data. For instance, it remains unclear how exactly nonretrieved

material is supposed to profit from retrieval of related material. If one assumes

that the stabilization of directly retrieved memories relies on reactivation of

the material, a similar line of argumentation could be followed for related,

but nonretrieved memories: As there is evidence for the assumption that,

during partial retrieval practice, related items interfere (e.g., Staudigl et al.,

2010; Wimber, Rutschmann, Greenlee, & Bäuml, 2009) and are inhibited

to enable the retrieval of target information (e.g., Anderson et al., 2000),

it could be proposed that related material is reactivated as well during this
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chain of events. Following this reasoning, the reactivation and stabilization of

related, but nonretrieved memories would only be an incidental by-product of

selective retrieval. Although there is first evidence in favor of this idea (Kuhl,

Rissman, Chun, & Wagner, 2011), it should be subject to closer investigation.

For example it could be speculated that stabilization due to intentional and

incidental reactivation should be linked to largely the same pattern of brain

activity at later retrieval, further differentiating these two item types from

control items. However, an alternative idea is that nonretrieved material

is not incidentally reactivated during retrieval practice, but that subjects

intentionally engage in covert retrieval of items related to the ones they are

asked to retrieve.

Certainly, there are several conceivable proposals to explain the observed

effects and several possible ways to investigate the potential role of

retrieval-associated reactivation of practiced and related material proposed

here. An interesting idea in this respect may also be to investigate whether the

extent or frequency of reactivation after encoding is linked to the magnitude

of retrieval-associated consolidation that can be observed. In the respective

experiments presented here, two retrieval cycles were placed right after

encoding; therefore it seems safe to say that this amount of retrieval-associated

reactivation is sufficient to promote at least some detectable degree of

consolidation. However, research on the testing effect indicates that both effort

at retrieval and repetition of retrieval trials are supportive of the benefits of

testing (e.g., Karpicke & Roediger, 2007; Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Thus, it might

be interesting to manipulate retrieval difficulty or the number of retrieval cycles

or both in future studies. Graded effects of retrieval-associated consolidation

could then be observable either after prolonged retention intervals of weeks to

months or after the induction of higher degrees of retroactive interference. The

data presented in the last two chapters should in any case only be regarded as

first evidence for the consolidating effect retrieval practice obviously can have.

Whether this effect is subject to any kind of modulation or only emerges under

specific conditions remains to be investigated in follow-up experiments.
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Finally, it could be argued that the present findings are in conflict

with recent reports on phenomena of reconsolidation after awake memory

reactivation. Diekelmann, Büchel, Born, and Rasch (2011), for instance,

examined whether the same kind of reactivation that had previously been

reported to induce more effective consolidation if applied during sleep (Rasch

et al., 2007), entailed the same or different effects if applied during wakefulness.

Awake subjects were given reactivating odor cues 40 minutes after initial

encoding and before additional, highly interfering learning. Interference after

odor-related reactivation lead to more pronounced impairment in comparison

to a control condition, in which no reactivation was provoked. Diekelmann

et al. (2011) concluded that reactivation during wakefulness brings memories

back into a labile state, in which they are again subject to modification

and, thus, also to impairment. Although these results may at first glance

seem to contradict the present results, they actually fit quite well within the

proposed framework: As it was shown that retroactive interference specifically

left retrieval practiced items unaffected, but not restudied items, the finding

that subtle odor cues were not sufficient to promote reactivation sheltering

from impairment extends the notion that retrieval is a special case of awake

reactivation that, in comparison to less elaborate reprocessing, entails powerful

mnemonic effects.
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The data presented here suggest that both sleep and retrieval may

consolidate memories. In the first part of this thesis, evidence for

sleep-associated memory consolidation was collected by investigating sleep’s

effects on interference and list-method directed forgetting. Experiments 1a

and 1b replicated and extended previous findings by Ekstrand (1967) and

Drosopoulos et al. (2007). Applying paired-associate learning, it was shown

that sleep counteracts both retroactive and proactive interference because

memory performance for both double lists was found to be better after

sleep compared to wake. As sleep-related benefits were found to be more

distinct and also present for single lists under conditions of weak encoding, the

results indicate that memory strength may indeed influence sleep-associated

consolidation. Therefore, previous results are unlikely to have arisen due to

strong encoding conditions, and sleep seems to counteract interference in a

more general way.

Yet, sleep-associated memory consolidation was found to be preferentially

present for double lists assumed to be reduced in accessibility (e.g., Tulving &

Psotka, 1971). By preferentially stabilizing memories reduced in accessibility

sleep did not only counteract time-dependent forgetting, but also forgetting

experimentally induced by an interference manipulation. This finding suggests

that it might indeed be advisable to go to sleep after one has, for instance,

engaged in exam preparation or other learning scenarios during the day. When

information on a complex topic is encoded, the single bits of information are

usually related to at least one superordinate cue and may compete for recall

when one tries to remember everything related to the cue. The present data

on sleep’s impact upon effects of interference do not only show that memory

performance after sleep is better than after wake, they do more precisely

show that sleep can abrogate interference and shape memory performance

in such a way that information can be equally well remembered regardless of

whether interfering learning occurred or not (this is at least the case for effects

of retroactive interference, and most pronounced under conditions of weak

encoding). Clearly, if this data set was the only one at hand, a reasonable

conclusion would be to generally suggest to go to sleep after learning.
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However, further evidence for sleep-associated memory consolidation was

provided by investigating the effect of sleep and wake delays on list-method

directed forgetting. The obtained pattern of results is interesting on more than

one level. First, since previous studies only placed short distractor intervals of

up to 5 minutes after encoding (e.g., Racsmany et al., 2008), the results show

for the first time that list-method directed forgetting can persist over 12-h

wake delays. Second, the results indicate that sleep may modulate the role

of delay for directed forgetting by providing its benefits not only for memory

contents one considers as relevant and wants to maintain, but to an even

higher degree for information regarded as outdated, thereby abrogating the

directed-forgetting effect. Third, as the forget cue is assumed to reduce the

whole list’s accessibility (e.g., Bäuml et al., 2010), sleep again was shown

to abrogate an experimentally induced form of forgetting by preferentially

strengthening memories that are harder to access. Notably, while Experiments

1a and 1b showed that sleep can abrogate incidental forgetting, Experiment 2

showed that it can also abrogate intentional forgetting.

Intriguingly, these data pose a whole different perspective on sleep’s

potential role in effective learning. The forgetting of outdated information has

previously been related to processes of updating (e.g., Bäuml et al., 2008), as

irrelevant information (here, list 1) is forgotten for the sake of highlighting

more relevant and current information in memory (here, list 2). Although the

presented data do only take list-1 performance into consideration and thus can

not answer the question whether the finding of sleep reviving list-1 memories

also impacted upon list-2 performance, they nevertheless indicate that the

possibility exists. If so, the preferential consolidation of list-1 memories might

hinder successful updating by affecting memory performance for the relevant

information. In this scenario, advising students to generally go to sleep right

after a day of exam preparations might be of little usefulness, at least if the

day included the encoding of information that, in hindsight, turned out to

be irrelevant and required processes of updating. However, Experiment 2 can

clearly not resolve this issue; more data (preferentially to be collected in more

applied settings, too) are needed to evaluate the exact impact the observed
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revival of outdated information may have on effective learning.

To sum up, the first part of this thesis documents effects of sleep-associated

consolidation. All in all, across two experimental tasks and three experiments,

memory performance was in general found to be better after 12 hours of

nocturnal sleep than after 12 hours of diurnal wakefulness. In particular,

sleep especially seemed to benefit memories that were experimentally reduced

in accessibility, and, by doing so, worked against two forms of induced

forgetting (i.e., forgetting due to retroactive interference, and list-method

directed forgetting). Therefore, it is concluded that sleep does not only

counteract normal (time-dependent) forgetting by stabilizing memories in

general (e.g., Diekelmann & Born, 2010); in addition, sleep may also abrogate

both incidental and voluntary forgetting by enabling the more extensive

consolidation of memory traces reduced in accessibility.

In the second part of this thesis, first evidence for retrieval-associated

memory consolidation was collected by applying the retrieval-practice

paradigm (Anderson et al., 1994) and by investigating effects of retrieval

practice on normal forgetting and susceptibility to interference. The data of

Experiment 3 are again interesting on several different levels. First, the results

replicate and extend previous findings by Racsmany et al. (2010), who showed

that sleep can modulate the role of delay for retrieval-induced forgetting: While

the effect was present at baseline, it was found to be abrogated after 12 hours of

wakefulness and to be intact after 12 hours of sleep. By providing appropriate

control groups and investigating the time-dependent forgetting of the single

item types, it further was shown that this modulation relies on the fact

that only control items benefit from sleep-associated consolidation, whereas

practiced and unpracticed items are stable across both delays. Second, this

finding indicates that prior retrieval may influence subsequent sleep-associated

memory consolidation, because both practiced and related, unpracticed items

did not additionally profit from any sleep-related benefits. Third, the results

replicate prior work on the testing effect (e.g., Roediger & Butler, 2011) by

documenting that retrieval stabilizes the practiced memories and protects them
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from time-dependent forgetting. This finding indicates that the mnemonic

benefits associated with retrieval may, even under relatively simple retrieval

conditions and with only two retrieval cycles, be detectable after rather

short delay intervals (for previous results suggesting otherwise, see Pyc &

Rawson, 2009, or Roediger & Karpicke, 2006b). The results further extend

the prior work by showing that not only practiced items are protected from

time-dependent forgetting, but that also unpracticed items may benefit from

this protection (see also Chan, 2009, 2010). Ultimately, the results suggest

that the effects of retrieval practice fulfill the first of two criteria claimed for

effective memory consolidation (e.g., Wixted, 2004), as performance for both

practiced and unpracticed material was found to remain stable over time.

Further evidence for retrieval-associated consolidation was obtained by

probing whether retrieval also affects memories’ interference susceptibility.

In Experiment 4a, retroactive interference was elicited after partial

retrieval practice and memory performance was compared to a baseline

condition without interference. While the regular pattern of retrieval-induced

enhancement and forgetting was present at baseline, retroactive interference

increased retrieval-induced enhancement and abrogated retrieval-induced

forgetting by selectively impairing memory performance for control items. Both

practiced and unpracticed items were unaffected by retroactive interference.

Experiment 4b further clarified that this finding was retrieval-specific and not

due to more general reprocessing: Retroactive interference was elicited after

partial restudy and memory performance was again compared to a baseline

condition without interference. While retrieval practice in Experiment 4a had

protected both the practiced and unpracticed items from interference, restudy

in Experiment 4b did not entail such a protection; memory performance for

all item types was equally impaired by retroactive interference. Therefore, in

contrast to effects of restudy, effects of retrieval practice also fulfill the second

criterion claimed for effective memory consolidation (e.g., Wixted, 2004), as

memory performance for both practiced and unpracticed material was found

to remain stable irrespective of interpolated learning.
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These results further extend the prior work on the testing effect (e.g.,

Roediger & Butler, 2011) which showed that retrieval stabilizes memory

performance for the retrieved material over time. Other previous reports

indicate that the benefits of testing may also be evident in facilitated future

encoding; it has been argued that such facilitation may rely on a reset of

encoding (e.g., Pastötter et al., 2011) or a reduction of proactive interference

(e.g., Szpunar et al., 2008) mediated by retrieval of previously encoded

information. The results presented here indicate that retrieval also protects

both practiced and related, unpracticed material from retroactive interference

(for a related result, see Halamish & Bjork, 2011). Therefore, the benefits

of testing may not only be evident in less time-dependent forgetting, but

can already be observed rather shortly after retrieval (albeit by help of other

paradigms and behavioral measures). Prior research moreover indicates that

the previously described isolation against proactive interference may also be

important for daily life, because the retrieval of initially encoded face-name

pairs was shown to facilitate the encoding of new face-name pairs (Weinstein

et al., 2011). The data at hand indeed suggest that retrieving face-name

pairs should also protect these associations from subsequent encoding of other

face-name pairs; if so, retrieval may counteract effects of interference in general

and, as a consequence, constitute a valuable mnemonic aid that can be helpful

in a variety of daily life situations in which interference is encountered (e.g.,

during the first sessions of a term, when university lecturers successively get

to know the names and faces of the students taking part in their seminars).

To summarize, the second part of this thesis documents effects of

retrieval-associated memory consolidation. Applying the retrieval-practice

paradigm, it was shown across three experiments that specifically

retrieval-related reprocessing protected memories from both time-dependent

forgetting and retroactive interference. In particular, it was found that the

benefits of retrieval were not restricted to the retrieved material itself, but

spread to nonretrieved, yet related material which, as a consequence, was

also stabilized and protected from time-dependent forgetting and retroactive

interference.
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All in all, this thesis links both sleep and retrieval to processes of memory

consolidation. However, the data presented here do not speak to the question of

what exact mechanisms lie at the bottom of the observed stabilization effects.

As outlined in the first part, for sleep-associated memory consolidation a

reactivation of memories during slow-wave sleep has been proposed to account

for its entailed effects (e.g., Rasch et al., 2007; Rudoy et al., 2009). Although

the reported results suggest that retrieval also stabilizes memories across time

and protects them from retroactive interference, findings that are very similar

to previous findings on sleep-associated memory consolidation (e.g., Ellenbogen

et al., 2006a; Talamini et al., 2008), this parallel does not imply that sleep and

retrieval also trigger similar processes. Indeed, neurocognitive studies showing

that retrieval induces the awake reactivation of original memory traces (e.g.,

Carr et al., 2011; Kuhl et al., 2011) could be regarded as supportive of the idea

that similar mechanisms are initiated by sleep and retrieval. Moreover, it could

be argued that such a perspective could also explain why unpracticed material

shows the same retrieval-associated benefits as practiced material, because

previous work on retrieval-induced forgetting indicates that unpracticed items

interfere during retrieval practice and, thus, are incidentally reactivated as well

(e.g., Kuhl et al., 2007; Staudigl et al., 2010). However, the data at hand do not

bear any features that support or contradict this view, and although the formal

criteria linking retrieval to consolidation processes are fulfilled (e.g., Wixted,

2004) other accounts for the benefits related to testing have previously been

proposed and seem plausible as well.

For instance, it was suggested that retrieval entails specific benefits by

prompting the elaboration of memory traces (e.g., by creating new retrieval

routes, Carpenter, 2009), by initiating better organization of the material (e.g.,

Zaromb & Roediger, 2010), or by establishing effective mediators between cue

and target information (e.g., Pyc & Rawson, 2010). To assume that these and

similar mechanisms could affect memory performance in the same way as is

documented in the second part of this thesis is justifiable. Although, at first

glance, all the proposed accounts only seem to be able to explain the benefits

observed for practiced material, but to hardly offer a possibility to extend
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the respective reasoning to unpracticed material, it should be noted that a

very simple assumption could do the trick: If one assumes that participants

do not only engage in overt retrieval of the items they are cued to recall

during the retrieval-practice phase, but additionally engage in partial covert

retrieval of material also related to the superordinate cue (e.g., a category cue,

as applied in the experiments described here), the same reasoning could be

employed to explain the benefits for practiced and unpracticed material. As

covert activity of subjects is difficult to control for, this assumption can not

easily be discarded. Future research should try to figure out more precisely

what it is that benefits memory during retrieval, and thereby clarify whether

the mechanisms underlying retrieval-associated and sleep-associated memory

consolidation are very much alike or totally different.

Nevertheless, further differences or parallels between sleep-associated and

retrieval-associated consolidation may in general be interesting to investigate.

Until now, both research areas on the mnemonic effects of sleep and retrieval

existed completely independent of each other. Clearly established findings in

one area could stimulate further research in the other area, thereby providing

deeper insight into whether sleep and retrieval entail the same stabilizing effects

mediated by roughly the same mechanisms or whether they differ in both

underlying mechanisms and the more detailed outcomes. For instance, memory

retrieval has been argued to lead to a reset of encoding (e.g., Pastötter et al.,

2011), or to protect memories from proactive interference (e.g., Szpunar et al.,

2008), while no such finding has been reported for sleep yet. The other way

around, a role for sleep in the integration, abstraction, and schematization of

memories has recently been discussed (e.g., Lewis & Durrant, 2011), whereas

no connection between retrieval and such processes has been made.

In addition to the possibility of mutual scientific inspiration, a combination

of the two research areas on sleep and retrieval may be of help in more applied

settings as well. For example, sleep-dependent memory consolidation has been

shown to be impaired in several psychiatric disorders (e.g., Genzel, Ali, Dresler,

Steiger, & Tesfaye, 2011), findings that have been discussed to potentially
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underly the general memory impairments observed in corresponding and

other clinical populations. Retrieval, in contrast, has been found to still

provide mnemonic benefits for specific neurologically impaired patient groups

(e.g., Sumowski, Chiaravalloti, & DeLuca, 2010a; Sumowski et al., 2010b).

Therefore, the scenario of one consolidation mechanism ‘helping out’ when the

other is for some reason deficient does not categorically seem far-fetched. Until

now, however, it goes without saying that data in support of such an idea are

still to be collected.

Pertaining to the results presented in this thesis, one data point is

particularly suitable to discuss potential parallels or differences between

sleep-associated and retrieval-associated memory consolidation. It could be

argued, that the finding of more pronounced sleep-associated memory

consolidation for memory contents that are harder to access (see also

Drosopoulos et al., 2007) resembled the previously reported finding that

benefits of retrieval turn out to be more distinct when retrieval is made

more difficult (e.g., Pyc & Rawson, 2009). Underlying this reasoning is

the assumption that sleep-associated reactivation grows ‘more difficult’ when

memory contents are hard to access, and, in general, that effects of reactivation

are boosted when reactivation is more complicated. The finding that difficulty

at encoding increases sleep spindle density (Schmidt et al., 2006), a sleep

parameter that has previously been linked to memory consolidation (e.g., Fogel

& Smith, 2011), could be regarded as speaking in favor of this proposal. Yet,

sleep-associated consolidation has also been found to be more effective when a

task is already acquired to a high degree before sleep (e.g., Tucker & Fishbein,

2008). As a higher degree of task acquisition should facilitate the potential

reactivation of contents, this finding contradicts the above reasoning. However,

to my knowledge nothing is known about whether degree of task acquisition

also impacts upon the effects of retrieval practice. Be that as it may, this

paragraph illustrates one important point: All in all, both within and across

the separate research areas little consistency has been reached so far. A more

systematic and unified approach might be helpful to deepen our understanding

of memory consolidation in general.
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If future research further corroborates the involvement of retrieval in

memory consolidation, it will be interesting to examine how best to optimize

it. Transcranial brain stimulation during sleep has previously been shown to

be able to boost memory consolidation (Marshall, Helgadottir, Mölle, & Born,

2006; Marshall et al., 2011), whereas it was only found to enhance encoding

when applied during awake learning, without affecting memory consolidation

when applied afterwards (Kirov, Weiss, Siebner, Born, & Marshall, 2009).

Similarly, previous research indicates that retrieval may also offer possibilities

to optimize its stabilizing impact. For instance, Finn and Roediger (2011)

showed that inducing emotional arousal right after immediate retrieval can

enhance the testing effect. While the authors embedded their results in a

reconsolidation framework, the current data propose that they may also

point to the possibility that retrieval-associated memory consolidation can be

very easily further optimized, e.g., by inducing emotional arousal right after

successful retrieval practice.

Arguably, whatever underlies retrieval-associated memory consolidation

may be manipulated and optimized in a less complicated way than what

underlies sleep-associated memory consolidation. For retrieval-associated

consolidation, no special experimental apparatus is necessary to induce the

manipulation and no specific time of day or sleep stage has to be awaited.

Presumably, retrieval-associated consolidation can be triggered anywhere and

anytime. Above all, however, memory retrieval during wakefulness has one

major advantage to memory reactivation during sleep: Memory retrieval can

be voluntarily induced by humans. Therefore, retrieval entails the possibility

to decide which specific memories should be subject to the associated

stabilization, thereby enabling its strategic use as a potent memory modifier.

Such targeted and deliberate stabilization is - at least until now and for the

bigger part of mankind - not possible during sleep.
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